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Bally Arcade

MARC STERN

Add the soon-to-be-released
ZGRASS-32 unit to the Bally Arcade

and get a personal computer capable of
producing outstanding graphics.

IN MANY INSTANCES. THE DECISION TO BUY A HOME COMPUTER
is difficult. That is true especially if the ultimate use for a home
computer is somewhat uncertain. Very often, the potential
customer is interested in using the computer to play elaborate
video games and is unwilling to spe nd the necessary money
for a full-blown computer system. In response to that need.
several manufacturers have developed program mable video
games that can be expanded into a computer system at a later
time. Most notable is Matell's Intellivision, althoug h the
computer expansion is still only in the test-marketing stage .
Another system along those same lines is the Bally Arcade.

The name "Bally" has long been associated with the coin
operated video arcade-game field. Bally's coin-operated
video games have featured high-level graphic capability with
imaginative animation. However, the name "Bally" hasn't
been associated with the computer field at ali; in fact, it would
normally seem out of place in a computer buying guide. But
that isn't the case any more. "Bally" is now linked with the
personal computer world. thanks to this brand-new computer
offering.

Actually, it is a Bally unit in name only; while the unit was
developed by Bally. it was later sold to Astrovision Inc. (6460
Busch Blvd., Suite 215. Columbus, Ohio 43229). Astrovision
is currently marketing the unit. which is correctly called As
trovision's Bally Arcade.

The base unit. shown in Fig. I. is a video game. It is
designed to connect to the antenna terminals of a standard TV
set, and comes complete with four joysticks . However. the
joysticks are unconventional in that they are not operated by
moving the joystick. Instead. there is a knob on top of the
joystick that is operated using your fingers. The joystick also
contains a trigger . The front-panel of the Bally Arcade con
tains a keypad with 24 keys and a slot for the pre-programmed
cartridges. The Bally Arcade is capable of producing 256
colors on your TV screen. however. only four can be dis
played at a time.

Internally. the Bally Arcade has a Z80 microprocessor that

operates at 1.8 MHz. There are also two custom LSI lC' s. and
a video processor that operates at 7 MHz and handles allcolor
manipulation and animation effects. The video processor pro
vides NTSC video to the TV set. The second custo m IC is the
I/O processor that handles up to four joysticks, four analog
to-digital converters. and the 24-key keypad. The I/O proces
sor also creates the music and sound effects. Three separate .
sound synthesizers provide both AM and FM noise over a
frequency range 0['2 Hz to 100 kHz. An 8K internal ROM
contains the software routines for color and sound effects that
are used with the plug-in cartridges. In addition to the ROM.
the unit comes with 4K of RAM. Of that RAM, however, only
1800bytes are user availab le; the rest of the memory is used by
the video display. In its basic form. the Arcade's memory can
not be increased. .

A video game is only as good as the games available. and
there are some nice ones for this unit. Space Fortress: shown
in Fig. 2. is much like the coin-operated Space Zap game.
Munchie, shown in Fig. 3. is a variant of the popular Pac Man
game. Coloring Book with Light Pen (Fig. 4) lets you create
your own "art work." making full use of the system's graphic
capabilities.

The Bally Arcade supports Astro BAS IC. which is an en
hanced version of Bally BASIC-one of the many versions of
BASIC that has come into existance . Astro BASIC is available
as a plug-in cartridge that includes an audio-cassette interface
for program storage. Programming is accomplished through
the 24-key keypad.

What we've seen so far gives us little reason to classify the
unit as little more than an advanced video-game . What quali
fies this unit is an add-on that will be availab le sometime this
year. That add-on is called ZGRASS-32. Among that unit' ~
features are a full-size ASCII keyboard. 32K of ROM. and
16K of RAM. Resident in the ROM is ZGRASS. a powerful
graphics-oriented language. With the ZGRASS-32 add-on. all
programming is done in ZGRASS.

The Z GRASS 32 add-on makes the new sys tem unique.

'-------------~----------------------:..------...J53
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FIG. 1- THE BALLY ARCADE video game Is shown here In It' s basic form .
The games shown are on ly a few of those available.
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FIG. 2-SPACE FORTRESSvideo game.

Wit h it a user has full graphics capability . Commands such as
CIRCLE. BOX or LINE can be used for direct creation of graphics.
A further indication of the potential of ZGRASS. which is
a lso the operating sy stem for the unit. can be shown by
havi ng a user draw a figure running across the sc reen using a
peripheral light-pen. T he user first draws the picture he
wants with the pen and then indicates movement by moving
the pen across the mo nitor screen. The figure will then run
aero s. By using the SNAPSHOT command. the figure can be
stored in memory for later recall. That indicates th at there is
a high degree of memory mapping in the 160 by 100 displ ay.
Wit h thi s high degree of display memory-mapping. formatting
di spl ays for video games becomes easy.

The Bally Arcade ha s an interesting variat ion in its memory
mappi ng . Ra the r than using the upper left-h and comer for 0-0
coordinate . the Arcade use s the center of the sc reen for its
0-0 location, and everything is determined from there . That
makes it easier for a user to create and sto re graph ics . rather
th an begi nni ng in the upper left. w hic h ca n complicate thi ngs .
T he graphic di splay is sto red in memory under a macro (user
created) name.

Another indication of the power of the graphics sys tem is
typeface creation . A user has the ability to cre a te an infinite
va rie ty of typefaces .

The ZGRASS-32 includes two RS-232 se ria l input/output
ports for data exchange. Dat a to rage can be increased by
adding up to two ca ssette recorder . Un like other slow-speed
casse tt e program-load sys te m . thi s on e operates at a high
2000 -baud ra te. When a particular tile is found . a menu of that
part icul ar tile is di pla yed.

Apparentl y. A trovision has plan s to make this unit a full
ca pa bility per onal computer. The rea son is for sus pecting
that is th at it will al so interface with disk- storage sys tems .
ra nging from mini-floppies up to Winchester drives. The
smallest Winche ter drive s provide a 5-megabyte storage
capabi lity.

As we mentioned. the ZGRASS-32 sys tem includes 32K of
RO M and 16K of RA M. That RAM ca n be increased to a full
64K. a llowing the use of the optional CP/M operating sys te m.
Wit h CP/M , the Arcade with the ZG RASS-32 add-on can
become a versatile sma ll busi nes s computer as it would be
possible to use man y of the most popular business programs .
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FIG. 3-MUNCHIE. a version of Pac Man.

FIG. 4-CREATE PICTURESwith Coloring Book with Light Pen.

Software that runs under CP/M ranges from word processing
to account ing to database management.

No video-game-based personal computer would be comp
lete wit hout so me type of vo ice-sy nthes is feature . and As
tro vision ' s Bally Arcade is not an exception. Included in the
ZGRASS-32 add-on is a Votrax voice-s ynthes is IC .

Since the ZG RASS-32 unit has not yet appea red on the
ma rket. the pricing and distribution plans are not fina lized .
However. the add-on keyboard for the video unit is projected
to carry a s uggested retai l list of$599.95 . The add-on unit in
cludes the extra RO M an d the keyboard. It was unknown at
press time whether there wo uld be a prin ter, or what type of
di sk system wou ld be available. R·E
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Looking for a tutt-teetureo, expandable computer system at a reasonable price?
The Commodore VIC-20 may be right for you.

MARC STERN
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CO\IMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES (£>XI MOORE ROAD. KI I G OF
PRUSSIA. PA 19406) has always been a leader in the per
sonal-computer field. For example. that company has been
credited with helping to start the personal-computer revolu
tion by developing the first system that you could simply
uncrate and plug in. Now. Commodore is continuing its repu
tation as a leader with the introduction of the VIC 20. a
full-featured. expandable computer at an affordable price.

Don't be fooled by the suggested list price ofS299.95-this
is a sophisticated machine, The heart of the unit is a 6502
eight-bit microprocessor. It comes with 5K of user-available
RAM: that can be expanded to 32K using plug-in cartridges.
The VIC 20 has an extended BASIC built into it operating

y tem. That version of BASIC is a powerful language: it
allows for features such as animated graphics and string man
ipulation. and offers such high-level commands as PEEK and
POK E. Other interesting feature of the extended BASIC are
tape file-handling commands such as OPEN. I 'PUT #. PRINT#.
and CLOSE. (We'lllook at the VIC 20's cassette-tape sy tern
shortlv.)

The VIC 20 has a 65-key typewriter-like keyboard. which is
set up to simplify the generation of both text and graphics .
Four keys. located on the right-hand side of the keyboard. are
programmable-function keys, They are unused when the com
puter is first turned on. but any BASIC command or instruc
tion set can be assigned to them: that is done under program
control. The keyboard also features special function key .
Thev include: CONTROL: RUN /STOP: RVS ON and RVS OFF (a user
can "reverse characters on the display from white on black to
black on white): CLR /HOME (wh ich either returns the cursor to

its upper left position or clears the display): INST/DEL (that key
simplifies editing): RESTORE (reset) and keys that move the
cursor.

The INST/DEL key is one of the more interesting one on the
keyboard. When using that key it is possible to insert or delete
a single character. rather than having to re-enter an entire line.
T hat is a significant feature that makes editing or correcting
your program much easier.

The computer is designed to get a beginner up and program
ming within a relatively hort time . To help reach that goal. a
step-by-step instruction manual and programming guide is
supplied with each unit. The operating system also generates a
serie of English-language prompts and error me sages that
help make the machine even easier to use.

As with other sy tern . a cassette-tape recorder can be
used to load and save programs, For that purpose. Commo
dore sell a high-quality cassette recorder called a Datassette.
The Datassette, and several other peripherals for the system.
are hown in Fig. 2. Incidentally. you pretty much have to u e
their recorder. because a special plug is used to connect the
recorder to the computer.

One notable feature of the cassette ystem is the VERIFY
command. That command allows you to check whether a
program has been aved correctly on the tape. That feature is
helpful because on orne other systems the only way to check
a program i to load it into the computer. If the recording is
defective due to bad spots on the tape. low recorder voltage .
etc .. loading it into the computer will wipe out the good
program in the computer's memory and the program will have
to be re-enterd manually from scratch. If that's ever happenedL.. ...J 5~



FIG. 3-POPULAR SOFTWARE. Commodore provides a wide variety of
popular software on cassette tape. A few of the titles are shown here.
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lan guage monitor: it helps programmers write fast , efficient
6502 ass embly-language programs and includes a line-at-a
time assembler/disassembler.

Th ere is also a wide variety of software on tape: some of the
more popul ar tit les are show n in Fig. 3. Among the tapes
offered is one called VICTerm I; that program is a terminal
emulator that converts the computer into a terminal for use
with a telephone modem.

T he VIC 20 user has at his disposal several manuals to help
him make the best use of his computer. One of them , the VIC
Programmers Ref erence Guide, is intended for both novices
and more experienced programmers . It 's divided into four
sections. T he first is a dict ionary of BASIC commands to
get her wit h sample programs. The secon d is a layman 's over
view of machin e-language programming. The other two sec
tions ex plain how to interface the computer to a number of
devices and how to program for grap hics and sound.

Another is the Introduction to BASIC Programming, a
se lf-instruction cou rse using bot h a manual and program cas
se ttes. R-E

modems. printers. and other devices. and an IEEE-488 in
terface for attaching PET and CBM peripherals.

Com modore has many more periphera ls and program car
tridges besides the ones we've already looked at. Among the
peripherals are an 80-column dot-matrix printer . game con
trollers . and a modem that can be used with any modular-type
phone. The modem, called. naturally enough. the VICMODEM,
plugs right into the user port of the comp uter. It operates at
300 baud and features originate/answer and full and half
duplex ca pabilities.

Amo ng the program cartridges are games, perso nal finance,
and education programs . and a word processor. Seve ral other
program cartridges are of particular interest. One of those is
th e Super Expander cartridge. Commodore has put a great
deal into that package. It includes 3K of RAM memory expan
sion ; high reso lution graphics; plott ing, color. and sound com
mands. and graphic, text, multicolor, and music modes. It
also offers better resolution than the normal 176 by 184pixels.
T he programmable function keys that we looked at earlier can
be used with the cartridge to make editing eas ier. The car
tridge comes with a tuto rial instruction book.

Anot her interesting cartridge is a Programmer's Aid. That
cartridge offe rs 20 new BASIC commands that will help re
num ber, trace, and edit BASIC programs. It will trace any
program line-by-line and perm its easy editing. A special KEY

command let s you redefine those special functon keys for
BASI C co mmands , subroutines, or new commands .

The last cartridge we'l l look at is for those that want to
program in assembly language . It is the VICMon machine-

FIG. 2-FOR THOSE WHO PREFER a disk·based mass storage system,
Commodore manufactures the VIC 1540single SY4-inch floppy disk drive .
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trid ges. Ca rtridges are avai lable with 3K, 8K, or 16Kor RAM.
A single ca rt ridge can be plugged directly into the unit. For
further expan sion you' ll need to purch ase an expansion mod
ule . Up to six devices can be plugged into that module. Those
de vice s include memory , program , and interface cartridges.
Among the interface s available are an RS-232 interface for

to you. you know how frustrating and time-consuming it can
be. The VERIFY comm and saves a user from those headaches;
the original program is not erased.

When a program is stored on tape. it is given a file name .
When you want to retrieve that program. the VIC-20 searches
th e tape for that part icular file and ignores all the others. A
rather "human" touch is that the computer will "talk" to you
while it is sea rching for a file. It will let you know it is
searching for a file , will give you a list of the files on the tape,
and finally announce when it has found the file.

One other feature of the cassette system is a rather unique
method of recording data . Rather than recording it just once at
a seemingly high I,OOO-baud rate, the system actu ally records
everything twice to insure the reliability of the data file when it
reads back. When the tape i ~ read , both versions are read .
which effectively slows the data rate to 500 baud.

If you prefer using a disk-based sys tem for saving your
programs, Commodore offers the VIC 1540single disk drive.
shown in Fig. 2. That disk drive allows you to store up to 170K
on a sta ndard 5Y.z-inch floppy disk. The disk system is read/
write compatible with Commodore's PET and CBM systems.

As we said earlier , the system's 5K of memory can be
expanded to as much as 32K with the appropriate RAM car-

FIG. 1-AMONG THE PERIPHERALS for the VIC 20 are an SO-Column
printer, the Datassette cassette tape recorder, and a plug-in modem for use
with any modular-type telephone.
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IBM
IBM's long-awaited small computer is here and it offers a surprisingly wide

number of features to both personal and business users.

MARC STERN

ON EOFTHE LONG -STANDING R MORSINTH E COMPUTEP INDUS
t ry over the last few yea rs had bee n that of IBM's entry into
the personal computer field. That rumor began surfaci ng as
early as 1976 and co ntinued submerging and re-surfacing over
the next few years.

The rumor became fact last summer whe n the computer
giant jumped into the personal-computer fray with its IBM
(l BM Person al Com puter. P.O. Box 1328. Boca Raton. FL
33432) Personal Computer. This entry was made even more
un usual by two departures from standard International Busi
ness Machine practices. First. the huge computer firm de
cided to use an outside software vendor for its personal com
puter. rat he r than using it own in-hou se resources. This was a
radical departure in itself. The second departure was that the
compan y actively encouraged software authors to write prog
ram s for the Personal Computer for its new Software Publish
ing Divi ion.

In the past. it had been common practice tor IBM to wnte ItS
own computer software and set its own standards : then the
rest of the industry had to follow its lead . However. this time.
apparent ly acknowledging the long lead other oftware firm
have had over the last few years. and recognizing the need for
speed . the computer giant has cha nged its tack . But. despite
this encouraging turn of events . there is a small tly in this
ointment-the IBM dis k operating system makes it mandat
ory that the user em ploy IBM's software.

From all reports. what has emerged in
the form of the IBM Personal Computer is
a powerful. user-friendly system that has
sparked a great dea l of interest and excite
ment. At the heart of this svs tem is an Intel
8088 microprocessor. Although the internal
a rchitectu re of this microprocessor is co n
figured as 16 bits. there is an 8-bit bus in
t e~t·ace . The CPU operates at a clock rate of
4.77 MH z. which indicates the IBM Per
sona/ Computer is a fast-acting unit.

The basic S1.565 unit (the full sys tem
list s a t about S4.5(0) includes a 20 8 x

2-inc h sloping keybo ard . that weighs 6 pound s. It has 83
full-function keys for text and data entry and include s 10keys
for numeric entry and cursor control. There are lG-special
function keys for scro lling. editing and other purposes. All
to ld. there is easy access to 256 ASCII and special characte rs.
The keyboard is detachable from the System Unit. This latter
part conta ins 40K of Read-Only Memory that holds the op
erating sys tem and BASIC. as well as 16K of user-accessible
Random Acce ss Memorv. The Svstem Unit is the heart of the
Pers onal Co mputer. - -

An interes ting feature of the keyboard . is the 6-foot coi led
cord that co nnects it to the System Unit. With this cord. it is
poss ible to have a very wide work area . All the keys repeat
auto matica lly when held down .

Mass storage exp ansion is available by adding double
density. single- ided 5!4-inch disks . Up to 160K-byte s can be
sto red on each disk. allowing for a total storag e capacity of
320K-bytes. These disks are contained in the System Unit.
that a lso houses a powe r supply. fan. the cassette input and
output port . and a speaker for musical programming.

The System Unit. as noted. contains the 8088 microp roces
so r that dri ves this personal computer.
Contained in the ROM found in this
part of the sy tem is a power-on
self-d iagno tic routine . Abou t 2K
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IBM 'S PERSONAL COMPUTER can be used in the office or schoolroom, or
at home. for self-instruction or simply for pleasure.

of the RO M is used for this. It checks all parts of the unit.
including the microp rocessor itself. Any problems are re
po rted to the user. T he unit also contains the BAS IC language
in terpreter and the 16K RAM. T his is a fair ly compact unit
too. lt measures 20 inches wide. 16 inches deep and 51f.! inches
high . By using memory add-oris (plug-in modules) the RAM
can be expanded to 256K. whic h makes this quite a powerful
.ystern when fully co nfigured.

Although the user has the option of addi ng his own printer.
IB M offers its ow n dot-mat rix unit. It is an 80-character-per
second unit tha t a lso runs its ow n se lf-diagnostic to assure
p roper operat ion. Twelve typefaces are avai lable for various
printing need s and features include page spaci ng and co lumn
s kipping for wo rd proc ess ing and co lumn ap plications. It is a
bi-d irec tiona l unit for increased spee d and can print 40. 66. 80
o r 132 characters- per-line. It has a replaceab le ribbon car
tridge and print head .

T he 11 1f.!-inch optional ca thode-ray-tube display uses a
green-phosphor sc ree n. T he nO-by-350-pixel reso lution level
a nd wide ba ndwidth produce a sharp . stable display. The
d ispla y is 25 lines deep by 80 characters wide and includes
capabilities for underlining. high-intensity blinking char
acters and a inverse video for highlighting information. There
are also up per and lower case letters displayed for word
processing and brig htness and contrast controls for reading
comfort. An interesting feature of the display is the potential
fo r non-display of an area of the screen a user might consider
sensitive. For users not wa nting the IBM monitor. the System
Unit outputs TSC video. so you can connect the System

'nit to television mo nitor or. using an RF modulator. to a
standard TV receiver.

The IB M's Personal Computer a lso features extensive
color and graphics capabi lities. It can display alphanumerics
using 16 foreground. and eight background. colors. In the
graphics mode . four co lors are available. Its medium-reso
lut io n graphics display allows a n array of320 by 200 pixels. In
the high-resolut ion mode that increases to 640 by 200 pixels.

Co mmun ica t ions Abili ty is availab le th rough the use of an
async hronous co mmunica tion line . T his makes it easy to in
te rface the IBM Personal Computer with databases (The
Source , Mlcro biet , ComptrServe ) other computers . laborat
ory instrume nts or any other de vices with a standard RS-232C

asynchronous adapter. It is reported to be programmable and
compatible with different bit and parity rates.

Other optional features include the addition and use of
joysticks and paddles.

There are three versions of BASIC available for the IBM
Personal Computer, These are based on the popular Micro
soft BASIC. The cassette level BASIC is included in the ROM
of every system and provides all the input-output instructions
needed to enter and retrieve data . It supports the use of the
keyboard. display. light pen and printer and provide a full
complement of editing and mathematical functions. It also
allow ' the user to program the user-definable special function
keys and will also display the function of each definable key.
although this feature can be defeated.

The other two levels of BASIC-disk and advanced-are
optional. The disk extension supports the u e of disk. while
adding date. time of day and communications capabilities to
the system. T he advanced extension enhances the display
graphics to include features such as POINT. CIRCLE and GETI
PUT display . while increasing light pen and joystick support
for des ign work and home ente rtainment.

Disk BASI C is pan of the IBM disk operating system and
requires 32K of RAM. while the advanced level requires even
more RAM- in the area of48K. Inte restingly. the disk BASIC
also provides support for the system' s musical functions when
the PLAY command is used.

The disk operating ystern itself. which supports one or
more disk drives. allows the user to write or read from the
system's removable disks. display a directory and rename.
erase. display or copy files. It is similar. but not exactly the
same. as the popular operating system CP/M. which is found
.in many personal computers. This effectively restricts the
u er to IBM-supplied software-you can't use the large num
ber of CP/M-based programs that are on the market. How
ever. this situation should be rectified soon. IBM has been
working with Digital Research. the creators ofCP/M. to make
the operating system available on the Personal Computer. It
has also been working with SolTech Microsysterns. Inc. to
make the advanced UCSD p-Systern available. These two
changes should provide the opportunity for current applica
tions software to be moved over to the IBM Personal Compu
ter wit h minimal changes.

T hi personal computer also has another powerful language
tool. a Pascal compiler. This language compiler allows sepa
rate compilations of program elements for maximum system
performance. It also supports several programming features
for advanced programming work .

A broad range of applications software is currently avail
able from IBM for its new ystern. It includes the problem
solving program package for linancial or mathematical fore
casting and computations. VisiClllc: Peachtree Software's
General Ledger: an accounts receivable and an accounts pay
able package. also from Peachtree Software: Easvwriter. a
word processing package from Information Unlimited Soft
ware . Inc : Microsoft Adventure. and communications utili
ties.

The communications package is setup so the IBM Personal
Computer will be able to communicate with larger systems.
IBM intends to provide a full subset of 3270 emulation capa
bilities. As a result. this microcomputer is a good choice for
both the hobbyist and the business system user and means
that it can be interfaced with existing mainframes for data
exchange .

And. speaking of data exchange. the Asynchronous Com 
munications Adapter will support a baud rate of up to 9.600.
This means you get a rapid and high-order data exchange.

Overall. the IBM Personal Computer seems to be a power
fultool for both the hobbyist and serious business user. Even
though IBM entered the personal-computer fray late. it looks
like its representat ive on the front lines of this battle is a potent
co nte nder. T he competition will have its work cut out for
it. R-E
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, Introducing
the Sinclair ZX81

If you're ever going to buy
a personal computer, now is the
time to do it.

The new Sinclair ZX81 is the
most powerful, yet easy -to-use
computer ever offered for anywhere
near .the price: only $149.95* completely
assembled.

Don't let the price fool you . The
ZX81 has just about everything you
could ask for in a personal computer.

A breakthrough
In personal computers

The ZX81 is a major advance over
the original Sinclair ZX80-the world's
largest selling personal computer and
the first for under $200.

In fact, the ZX81's new 8K Extended
BASIC offers features found only on com
puters costing two or three times as much.

Just look at what you get:
• Continuous display, including moving
graphics
• Multi-dfmensional string and numerical
arrays
• Plus shipping and hand ling . Price Inc ludes conne ctors
lor TV and cessette. AC adaptor, and FREE manual .

• Mathematical and scientific functions
accurate to 8 decimal places
• Unique one-touch entry of key words
like PRINT, RUN and LIST
• Automatic syntax error detection and
easy editing
• Randomize function useful for both
games and serious applications
• Built -in interface for ZX Printer
• 1K of memory expandable to 16K

The ZX81 is also very convenient
to use. It hooks up to any television set
to produce a clear 32-column by 24-line
display. And you can use a regular
cassette recorder to store and recall
programs by name.

If you already own a ZX80
The 8K Extended BASIC

chip used in the ZX81 is available
as a plug- in replacement for your

ZX80 for only $39 .95, plus shipping
and handling-complete with new key 

board overlay and the ZX81 manua l.
So in just a few minutes, with no

special skills or too ls required, you can
upgrade your ZX80 to have all the
powerful features of the ZX81. (You'll
have everything except continuous dis
play, but you can still use the PAUSE
and SCROLL commands to get moving
graphics.)

With the 8K BASIC chip, your
ZX80 will also be equipped to use the
ZX Printer and Sinclair software.

Order at no rlsk·*
We'll give you 10 days to try out

the ZX81.lf you 're not completely satis
fied, just return it to Sinclair Research
and we'll give you a full refund.

And if you have a problem with
your ZX81, send it to Sinclair Research
within 90 days and we'll repair or replace
it at no charge.
"Does not apply to ZX81kits.

NEW SOFTWARE:Sinclair has
published pre-recorded pro
grams on cassettes for your .
ZX81, or ZX80 with 8K BASIC.
We're constantly coming out
with new programs, so we'll
send you our latest software
catalog with your computer.

ZX PRINTER: The Sinclair ZX
Printer will work with your ZX81 ,
or ZX80 with 8K BASIC. It will
be available in the near future
and,will cost less than $100.

16K MEMORY MODULE:
Like any powerful, full fledged
computer, the ZX81is expand
able. Sinclair's 16Kmemory
module plugs right onto the
back of your ZX81 (or ZX80,
with or without 8K BASIC).
Cost is $99.95, plus shipping
and handling.

ZX81 MANUAL: The ZX81
comes with a comprehensive
164-page programming guide
and operating manual de
signed for both beginners and
experienced computer users.
A $10.95 value, it's yours free
with the ZX81 .



MAIL TO: Sinclair Research Ltd., One Sinclair Plaza, Nashua, NH 03061.

NAME -,!

ADDRESS -::

t U.S. Do llars

$4.95

AMOUNTQTY.

TOTAL

99.95

4.95

39.95

PRICEt

$149 .95

99.95

ZX81

ZX81 Kit

Shipping and Handl ing

8K BASIC chip (for ZX80)

IAD CODE 04RE

16K Memory Module (for ZX81 or ZX80)

Introducing
the ZX81 kit

If you really want to
save money , and you enjoy
build ing electronic kits, you
can orde r the ZX81 in kit form
for the incredible price of just
$99.95~ It's the same , full-featured
computer, only you put it together
yourself. We'll send complete, easy
to-follow instructions on how you can
assemble your ZX81 in just a few hours.
All you have to supply is the soldering iron.

How to order
Sinclair Research is the world 's larg

est manufacturer of personal computers.
The ZX81 represents the latest

technology in microelectronics, and it
picks up right where the ZX80 left off .
Thousands are selling every week.

We urge you to place your order
for the new ZX81 today. The sooner you
order, the sooner you can start enjoying
your own computer.

To order, simply call our toll free
number,and use your MasterCard or VISA.

Toorder by mail , please use the
oupon. And send your check or money

order. We regret that we cannot accept
purchase orders or C.O.o:s.

CALL 800-543-3000. Ask for op
erator # 509. In Ohio call 800 -582 -1364.
In Canada call 513-729-4300. Ask for II
operator # 509. Phones open 24 hours
a day , 7 days a week. Have your Master 
Card or VISA ready.

These numbers are for orders
only. For information, you must write to
Sinclair Research Ltd ., 2 Sinclair Plaza,
Nashua, NH 03061.
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Osborne

Considering the competition in the microcomputer field, this would no t appear to be the
best time for a young , small company to introduce a new computer . That is, of course,

unless it has a product that is truly different.

MARC STERN
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ENTERING THE MICROCOMPUTER FIELD IS A RISKY BUSINESS
at any time. There are market forces to contend with. the
challenge of bringi ng out the product on time. and the chal
lenge of staying in business altogether. That has never been
more true tha n today. now that two of the giants in the com
puter field- IBM and Xerox-have introduced the ir own
personal computer. Add to that the strong competition from
firm s already es tablished in the field. such as Radio Shack
and Apple. and it' s easy to see that it' s a highly competitive
market.

But market conditions did not deter Dr. Adam Osborne or
his company. Osborne Computer Corporation (26500 Cor 
porate Avenue. Hayward. CA 94545). from introducing their
Osborne / computer. There are two factors that make that
sys tem uniqu e. The first is that it is a comple te turnkey sys
tem-from plug. to hardware. to software. The second
factor is that the whole system is priced at less than $2,000.
with the basic system carrying a suggested retail price of
5 1.795.

At the heart of the portable , full-featured unit is a power
ful Z80 microprocessor. The system include s a full 64K of
RAM. There is also 4K of bank -switch ROM containing the

operating system. The access time for the programmable
memory is 250 nanoseco nds : it is 350 nanoseconds for the
ROM ,

The Osborne I come s with a detachable 70-key ASCII
keyboard that connects with the monitor unit through a 10
inc h ribbon cable. That makes the Osborne I convenient to
use bec ause the user can separate the keyboard from the
monitor unit and move it nearer to where he is working .

The beauty of the machine . aside from its instant sta rt up
and run capabilit y. is its size . It measure s 20.5 x 13 x 9
inches and closes like a small suitcase . That means that the
use r can take it and use it anywhere (see (Fig. Il.

Another featu re of the unit is its built-in video monitor.
There is one serious problem with that monitor. however: It
is extreme ly small. While the small size-3.55 x 2.63 inches
may be adequate for field work . in most cases it ju st won't
do for other applica tions. Howev er. there is an accessory
12-inch monitor ava ilable. The displa y system is memory
mapped. and features full scrolling.

But it takes more than a monitor to make a full-featured,
fully integrated sys tem. For example: The Osborne I has
two built -in 514-inch disk dri ves. That isn' t an add-on. but is
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part of the entire pac kage . You can store up to 100.000
ch aracters of data on each disk . The disks have 40 tracks
each and 10sec to rs per track. There are :!56bytes per sector.
Th e maximum seek time is I:! milliseconds from track-to
track .

Th e Osbo rne I also includes severa l bui lt-in interfaces .
On e of them . a se rial RS-232C interface. is used to connect
the computer with serial printers. modems. or ot her devices.
It is software- switchable, with a data rate of e ither 300 or
1.200 baud. It features handshaking to co ntrol the transmis
sion rat e . A nine-pin plug is included for use with an external
modem . An adapter allows the co nnection of bot h a modem
a nd printer simultaneous ly. Another interface is an IEEE
488 general purpose instrumentation bus for dat a commu ni
cations with test instruments.

In an interesting departure from industry norm. Osborne
is supplying EPROM' with its units in o rde r to protect its
softwa re vendors . They are being used prese ntly just for
controlling various drive functions. but they cou ld be en
coded so that a machine's serial number wou ld appear on
the so ftware if it were copied.

As a turnkey (plug-it-i n-and-go) system. the Osborne / is
supplied with some sophisticated , powerful software. For
sta rte rs . the disk-operating system is the indust ry-standard
CPIIH. Built into CPI,v! are such functions as a PIP (Peri phera l
Interchange Program) that provides for file tra nsfer between
devices and disk files. and an ED tex t editor that allows the
creation and modification of ASC II files. The ASM. fast
8080 assembler. also included in the CPIM. uses standard
Intel mnemonics and pseudo operations with free-format in
put. conditional assembly, and assembly-line expressions.
There is also a DDT (Dynamic Debugging Tool) that co n
tain s an integral as sembler/disassembler module tha t patc hes
a nd di splays memory in either assembler mnemonic or
hexadecimal form, and traces program execution with full
regi ster and status display .

Some of the commands avai lable include SUBMIT. which
allows a group of CPIM commands to be batched toge ther in
a single SU BMIT command for submiss ion to the operating
sys te m: a ST AT command that displays and a lters input-out
put de vice and file status . and a LOAD command that con
verts Intel hex format to absolute binarv. In addition. the
SYSGEN co mmand will gene rate a new cpi:'vt sys tem diskette
fo r ba ckup purposes ,

There are other powerful too ls included in the software ,
includ ing two forms of BASIC. Apparently not be lieving
that one system of BASIC was enough . Osborne has included
both the CBASIC (Digital Research) and MBAS IC (Micro
soft) languages.

C BAS IC is a commercially oriented compi ler/i nterpreter
de signed for use with CPIM. It consists of the compi ler. the
run -time monitor. and a cross-reference listing of all variables
used in a CBAS IC source program (XR EF.COM).

MBASIC. on the other hand. is a BAS IC interpreter for
CPIM sys tems and is aimed more toward ge neral computer
a pplications . It supports many enhanced features and in
cludes a line editor as part of the interpreter.

Because of the use of MBASIC. the Osborne / has the
potential to be a great personal computer. Thro ugh the PEEK
and POK E commands. the user has direct access to memory.
The EDI T command make s program editing easy. and pro
vides an edit mode for subcommands.

Also included in the standard oftware is a Won/Slar!
\/ai/'''/er !:e package. That package. which is CP/ \l-compatible.
pro vides an extensive text-processing and sta ndard-form
producing system. In addition to word processing and
standa rd ized form s. MaitMerge lets you merge sepa rate
files and data into a single document. The standa rd package
also includes Supertlalc. a management-oriented productivity
tool. For a computer user who has had litt le or no pro
gramming expertise. that provides a way to ma nage and

FIG. 1-A TRULY PORTABLE. all· ln-one computer system the Osborne 1
folds up like a small suitcase so that It can be easil y transported.

manipulate data interactively .
There are few peripherals available since so much is in

cluded in this very-complete package . We've already men
tioned the 12-inch monitor-which I think is almost necessary
for serious computing. A modem cable is ava ilable for use
with an acoust ic coupler. There is also a battery pack avail
able that is good for one or two hours of operation. (That
power source. while useful for field work. also has a place
in the office. It can provide system backup in case of power
fai lure and could very well keep the system up and running
at a crucial moment.) Mass storage capability can be in
creased markedly by using the accessory double-density
disk drives. Those incre ase mass sto rage 10 200K per drive.
Further mass storage is available by using a Corvus hard
disk sys tem. which allow s the computer to be used for a
broader range of industrial and commercial applica tions.

An optional Micro -Link program is availabl e that lets
microcomputers communicate over telephone lines with eac h
other. la rge computer systems . and terminals. The program.
wh ich requires a minimum system memory of 16K. allows
the Osborne / user to contact data bases. bulletin board s.
and time-sharing se rvices.

Osborne has some aggre ssive marketing plans. It plans to
compete head-to-head with the computer giant. IBM. in
terms of unit s in the field . IBM is aid to be targeting to have
five million of its personal computers in the field over the
next five years. and Osborne is a iming at the sa me figure .

Osborne Computer Corp. has charted an ambitious course
for itse lf. On ly time will tell if this relatively new company
will succeed in that aim. or whether the industry skeptics
who have said it can't be done are right. R· E1- ---1
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• ATAR. 400 16K

•.)~i;;;;;

• ATARI' $339.00

APRIL .:::~~

SPECIALS •
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF • INTERFACES & CABLES

ATARI SOFTWARE, PERIPHERALS • IEEE $55. RS-232 $70.

AND ACCESSORIES. APPLE INTERFACE & CABLE $90. $439 00
TRS-80 CABLE $35. •

PERSONAL COMPUTERS

AMDEK COLOR-l MONITOR
$339.00

N£C GREEN
12" MONITOR JB 1201M

$159.00

If

OKIDATA MICROLINE BOA
MATRIX PRINTER
$329.00

EPSON MX-100 FT PRINTER
$729.00

PRICES ARE SUBJECT
TO CHANGE

WITHOUT NOTICE

COMPUTER SHOPPING CENTER

CALL TOLL FREE!
EAST COAST WEST COAST

1·800·556·7586 1·800·235·3581
COMPUTER SHOPPING CENTER INC. COMPUTER SHOPPING CENTER INC.

12 Meeting Street 3533 Old Conejo Rd. #101
Cumberland, RI 02864 Newbury Park, CA 91320

1-401-722- 1027 1-805-499-3678
TELEX 952106 CA. TOLL FREE 1-800-322- 1873

TELEX 182889

We Accept e.O.D. 's· StockShipments Same Day or Next· No Surcharge for Credit Cards
• All Equipment Factory Fresh w/MFTWarranty· We Carry theCompleteLine of Personal Software

• Prices do not Reflect ShippingCharges
Rhode Island and California Residents please add 6% SalesTax

Televideo 925 849.00 NEC 3510 Spinwriter $1750 .00
Televideo950 929.00 NEC 3515 Spinwriter 1795.00
CBM 8032 Computer 1149.00 NEC 3530 Spinwriter 1750.00
CBM 8050 Disk Drive 1349.00 NEC PC-8023 Printer 629.00
CBM4032 Computer 975.00 NEC 7710 Spinwriter 2345 .00
CBM 4040 Disk Drive 975.00 NEC 7720 Spinwriter 2695.00
CBM4022 Printer 649.00 NEC 7730 Spinwriter 2345 .00
CBMVIC-20 269.00 NEC JC 1201 M(A) - Color 12" monitor 359.00
Microtek 16K Romboord for Atari 800 79.00 Okidata Microline-82A 499.00

Microtek 32K Ramboard for Atari 400 and 800 149.00 Okidata Microline -83A 729.00
QumeSprint 9/45 (Full Panel) 2095.00 Diablo 630 1995.00
Atar i 810 Disk Drive 449.00 M&RSup-R-Terminal 279.00

Atari 850 Interface 169.00 Microsoft Soft Card (Z-80) 279.00
Atari 830 MODEM 159.00 Microsoft Ramcard 16K for Apple 149.00
Atari 800 16K 749.00 Hazeltine 1420 799 .00
EpsonMX-70 319.00 Amdek 100G 169.00
Epson MX-80 FT 549 .00 Anadex DP-9500/950 1 1249.00
Amdek Video-300 199.00 Televideo 910 559.00
HayesMicromodem II (Apple II) 299.00 Televideo912C 669.00
Sanyo 9" B & W 189.00 Televideo 920C 689 .00
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EC
Nippon Electric Company's (NEC) PC-BOOO computer is aimed
at the business and high-end person al user.

MARC STERN

SEC HOM E ELEC TRONICS ( SA) I )·101 ESTES AVEN E. EL K GROVE
Village. IL 60007) . is another of the man y co mpa nies co m
peting in the hotly contes ted microp rocessor market. In fact.
this microcomputer compan y is trying a ve ry aggres ive mar 
keting stra tegy . aiming a t seve ral market s at once: the home
computer market. the corporate market. and the small busi
ness market.

With such an ambitiou s plan of attack. what features does
its system offe r that se t it apa rt from the man y ot he r .ys 
tern s on the market? One thing the N EC system offe rs that
no o the r ys te rn on the micro market seems to offe r. is a
12.000- word diction ary built right into its word-processing
so ftware package . Thi s feature as ide . the other functio n of
the N EC P C-8000-se rie microcomputer sys te m are co m
pa rable to the re st of the microcomputer market.

The heart o f this microcomputer system is a Z80A-equiva
lent microprocessin g unit (MPU). It is housed ins ide the PC
8{)(j I A keyboard unit. The MPC run s at a c loc k spee d of '-I
M Hz. T he ke yboard. with full ASCII cap abilit y. has 82 keys
and incl udes a numeric keypad for rapid data entry. Five of
the keys are use r-programmable and can define 10 function s.
T he se keys a re conveniently located at the top of the key-

board . rathe r than at the ide a ' in other sy terns. whic h
mean s that the ope ra to r doe sn 't have a long reach to access
them. But the du al nature of the keys may pre sent a probl em .
S ince they are ca pa ble of suppo rt ing 10 funct ion s. it could be
hard to access the fun ctions that need co ntrol ke y or shift
access becau se that adds a nother ste p to an otherwise smoo th
proce ss . Perhap s sma ller single keys should have bee n con
s ide red rather than five large du al-funct ion keys.

There is no built-in ca thode -ray terminal. altho ugh two dif
tere nt 12-inch mo nitors a re avai lable : one co lor and the
other black-and-white . The color moni tor ca n disp lay 20 or
25 lines . Line length . as in other microcomputers. is variable .
a llow ing 36 . 40. 72 or 80 character per line. A pow erful
edi to r simplifies programming and includ es four-way cu rsor
control and cha rac te r insert ion and delet ion . T here a re 248
c haracters availab le which ca n be pre sented in anyone of
e ight colors . Resolution on the sc reen. while not as high as
that of so me othe rs on the market. is 160 by 100. and mo re
than ade quate . In the word-processing mode. N- key ro llove r
input a llows high-speed typin g. An 8-pin con nector is used
for the keyboard-monitor int erface. Th e display also includes
a bu ilt-in so und syste m that grea tly ex pands the range of
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A GENERAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM package is just one available from
NEC. Others Include a report manager and word processor.

possible uses.
The basic PC-BOO/ keyboard unit has 25K or read-only

memory. Resident in this ROM is another of the many sons
of Microsoft BASIC. N-BASIC. There is also 32K of random
access memory available. This memory can be expanded to
64K when the PC-80/2 input/output unit is added.

Mass storage is available with dual floppy -disk drives. The
drives are interfaced with the keyboard unit through a parallel
port in the rear. This same port supports the expansion inter
face unit. the PC-lJO/2A.

The expansion interface is the heart of the expanded sys
tem. It features 2K of read-only memory. Interestingly. this
ROM is available as programmable read-only memory chips.
which are optional. That could make it possible to tailor this
unit more closely to a user's need . The basic random access
memory in the input/output unit is 32K. It is expandable to
128K with additional plug-in boards. There are seven slots
available for expansion boards and eight priority levels can
be implemented with up to 16 real-time interrupts possible.
The I/O unit will also support the disk drive unit. There is
also another parallel port available for further system expan
sion.

NEe's uses a parallel printer port. The printer is a dot
matrix. bi-directional 100 character per second unit. The
matrix is 7 by 9 for English characters. 8 by 8 for graphic
characters and 8 by 8 for dot-graphic printing. It is a full
ASCII printer with complete upper and lower case capability.
It also includes graphics capability for Greek. mathematic
and graphic characters . .

As mentioned earlier. the PC-BOOO sy tem can address up
to 32K of memory in its standard form. and this is expand
able to 128K by simply adding module boards. The resident
N-BASIC is a version of the many Microsoft variants on the
market and includes such commands as PRINT·USING and IF

THEN-ELSE. It also allows double-precision floating-point
mathematics. flexible and powerful graphics commands.

plus the ability to invoke TERMinal with a s ingle corn
mand. Interestingly. the ability to program in a BASIC
language that is compatible with the nearly universally ac
cepted industry standard Microsoft BASIC should give the
user access to many existing specialty programs. THe user
can also access various pans of the memory with the
POKE command that will put data into specific memory loca
tions. It is part of the resident monitor. The only departure
from the normal list of commands is the lack of a PEEK com
mand to allow the user access to what is already in various
memory areas. This could be a drawback if the user already
has crucial information in one area and then overwrites it
with new information because he didn't know anything was
already there .

For the beginning computer enthusiast. NEC offers a
guide called Creative Programming. This book is designed to
help early users become comfortable and confident with
microcomputer operation in four lessons. It was developed in
cooperation with Eastern Illinois University and designed by
Creative Programming Inc. It covers such basics as an intro
duction to computer language instructions and the significance
of the BASIC functions: how to write a program. and how to
load a program. Each lesson is accompanied by a series of
exercises that allow the user to experience first-hand the
concept presented.

The PC-8000 uses the CP/M operating system and. because
it docs. a wide range of software is available. This is especially
important if the user would like to expand the capabilities of
the system. although NEC does offer a wide range of soft 
ware of its own. NEe software packages include a new
microcomputer program with three active calculating dimen
sions: Report Manager. This program creates and instantly
updates a complete variety of reports for financial. account
ing. engineering and scientific applications . Unlike other
two-dimensional reporting systems. this program generates
business reports such as income statements. balance sheets
and sales forecasts. It can also produce bar charts, a feature
not included in other electronic spread sheet products. Also
these reports can be created from any place in the X. Y and Z
axis "data cube" generated by the program.

There are other software packages available that include a
General Accounting Package and the Word Processing pack
age with the unique built-in 12.000-word dictionary.

The basic PC-8000 system lists for under $6.000 and in
cludes the color monitor. input-output expansion interface
unit. the keyboard/Z-80A unit and two 5~-inch disk drives .
The disks, probably single-density, provide mass storage
capability of up to lOOK.

It's interesting to note that nowhere in any ofNEC's litera
ture is there any mention of interfacing this unit with a phone
modem for data network access. although this is probably
possible by adding the expansion interface. Since the unit IS

set up for parallel I/O. this would require a modem capable of
supporting parallel. rather than serial. I/O . This is an omis
sion that should be clarified because the system is touted as
being capable of working in a small busines or corporate
environment. If there is no phone or network interface then
it's hard to see how this system might interface with a com
pany's existing system or how it might transmit information
from a satellite office to the mainframe in the home office .

The PC-BOOO is advertised as a word-processing color
computer ystern, and indeed it is. But. it is hard to see
how its color capabilities can be fully realized in a work
environment. In a home environment. where data isn't
printed out in black-and-white report form. it is a nice fea
ture-in a $6.000 package-but in an office environment it is
hard to see how this feature will be used. In a scientific en
vironment. though. it is a valuable aspect of the system .

NEC has entered the hotly contested microcomputer mar
ket with the first color word-processing system . It's a dif
ferent approach from the manufacturer of the leading per
sonal computer in Japan. R-E



Sinclair ZX81

Small size and a low price
do not have to restrict a
computer's capabilities.

MARC STERN

CLIVE SINCLAIR IS THE DEVELOPER OF THE FIRST UNDER-S200
eight-bit microcomputer programmable in BASIC. He is
credited with developing the first pocket calculator 10years
ago and with the development of the first miniature television.
Microvision, six years ago.

It has always seemed that when someone said that some
thing couldn't be done. Sinclair has set out to do it. So it was
only natural that he brought out a full-featured eight-bit micro
computer for under $200.

That was the Sinclair ZX80. introduced in 1980. However.
as observers noted at that time. it had display problems and a
very limited memory function. Those problems. though. have
been corrected in the updated ZX81. which was released in
Boston late last year. The unit is being marketed by Sinclair
Research Ltd .. 50 Staniford St., Boston, MA 02114.

The basic ZX81 consists of a 40-key. pressure-sensitive
keyboard; a built-in VHF RF modulator: IK of static RAM
memory, 8K of ROM, and generates a black-on-white display
(when connected to the antenna termina ls of a standard TV
receiver) of24 lines by 32 characters. The heart of the system
is an eight-bit Z80A central-processor unit.

The power requirements of the computer are slight. It re
quires 9-volts DC at about 700 mAo Although a wall-plug type
supply comes with the unit. you can also. if you choose. use
your own . The supply need not be regulated . (While the
computer-end plug of the supply provided by Sinclair willalso
fit into one of the device's tape jacks. no damage. we are
assured. can take place if this is done.)

The updated ZX81 is aimed at the beginner. The target is the
person who wants to learn what computers are about and how
they work. As such, it is an interesting building block for the
novice computer user. It is a way to approach computers
without being intimidated by them.

While its graphics capabilities have been improved. the
ZX81 is still limited to a rather large dot matrix configuration.
The line length is short. as compared to other units . The ZX81
is interfaced to a TV receiver by the RF modulator. which is

one of the inhibiting factors in the display . To be fair. though.
the graphics capability has been upgraded.

The computer has two keyboard-selectable operating
speeds: COMPUTE AND DISPLAY and FAST. The first provides a
continuous display, with the computer doing the actual com
puting during the TV's vertical-blanking interval. The second
allows the computer to run its program most of the time.
displaying information only at the end of the program. or at
other specific intervals.

The result is that, while the computer runs about four times
faster when in the FAST mode than when in the other. most of
the time you are left staring at a blank display-screen.

Apparently answering criticisms raised when the unit was
first introduced, Sinclair has opted for more power in the
CPU. That includes Sinclair BASIC resident in the ROM that
emulates the Apple II BASIC.

The BASIC interpreter allows multi-dimensional string and
nu~eric.al alTIl:Ys, while at ~he same time featurin~ floating
point arithmetic. That provides a range of 3 x 20- to +7 x
10+38 • which is accurate to 9 digits.

That indicates that there is some scientific functionality
built into the unit. The ZX81 will also handle full log, trig. and
their inverse functions.

It is a user-friendly machine that features automatic syntax
error detection and program editing. It also offers randomized
functions that are useful for both game and serious applications.

There is no disk-operating-system available with the ZX81.
Instead, it relies on program loading and saving through a
serial cassette-recorder interface. However. it operates at a
high enough baud rate to allow random file access under a
master name. That puts the ZX8J's operating speed in the
I.OOO-baud area. No special recorder is required. the company
says . so a beginning computer hobbyist can use his own.

In its basic configuration. the ZX81 is equipped with only
IK of static RAM memory. However. that can be expanded
by 16K via a module which plugs into the rear of the unit.

The keyboard is easy to use in that many of the keys serve
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NO OTHER 32K RAM IS
AS SAFE AS THE MOSAIC

mu ltiple functions and have the BASIC statements assigned
to them. In other words. there are various single-stroke capa
bilities bui lt in. That feature makes the machine a good choice
for the beginner. For instance. when using the monitor pro 
gram. a user can PEEK or POKE information into specific mem
ory locations at the touch ofone key. The same is also true of
such statements as THEN. TO. GOTO. GOSUB and AND. As noted.
it is also possible to edit with a single keystroke. and it is
possible to use one keystroke for PRINT. LIST and RUN .

Those easy functions should prove a boon to the beginning
computerist. but they indicate that the system could have
been more powerful. It seems there is more capability hidden
in the microcomputer than this particular system allows.

One drawback that many people who are comfortable with
standard keyboards may find is the use ofa plastic-membrane
ty pe of keyboard. Granted. the 43-character keyboard does
offer a total of91 built-in functions (when the inverse key is
hit) but it is still a membrane unit. When other manufacturers
have tried that approach. they have met with litt le success and
have had to return to typewriter-type keyboards.

When yo u first look at the ZX81 it looks like a very modest
microcomputer. Weighing in at only 12 ounces and with di
me nsions of 6 x 6.5 x 1.5 inches. it is very little larger than a
coffee-table book. Yet its developer is quick to defend its
capabilities. When the new version of the ZX81 was intro
duced at a Boston press conference late last year. Sinclair said
that it was" ... not a reduced-support machine. The language it
uses is comp lete."

One of the reasons given for the ability to keep the cost
down was Sinclair's policy of doing on ly the tooling. develop
me nt techno logy. and design work in house. The manufactur
ing is do ne for Sinclair by Timex in Dundee. Scotland.

Not o nly does Sinclair offe r the plug-in memory-expansion
module: it also offers its own cassette software. That includes
bu siness and hou sehold programs. as well as educational and
game programming. However. outside software houses are
also bei ng encouraged to write programs for the ZX8/.

Aside from the plug-in module. there is only one other
pe ripheral offered: the ZX Printer. That is a dot-matrix unit
w hich is ra ther noisy . The ZX81 comes with a built-in printer
interface.

Since this microcomputer is a learning tool. one would
ex pect it to co me with a programming course-and it does.
Sinclair provides a I64-page elementary programming course.

Not o nly does the manual provide a rather thorough ex
planation of how to program the ZX81 in BASIC. but its later
chapters and appendices supply other useful information as
we ll.

There is information on machine-language programming.
which can make programs run much more quickly than in
BASI C. A listing of system variables along with their memory
locations is provided-knowing what information is stored
where can make program debugging easier. and can also allow
you to make your programs run with more style and efficiency .

Th ere is even a section for people who already are familiar
with BASI C explaining the differences between Sinclair's
BASIC and others.

The Sinclair ZX81 is priced at S149.95 in wired form. For the
adventurous person. who wants to learn computers from the
ground up. there is a $99.95 kit available . The memory-expan
sion module is priced at $99.95 and the serial dot-matrix
printe r is available for less than $100.

In the final analysis. the ZX81 is a building-block unit. It is
intended to train people who know little or nothing about
computers . That is all it is intended to be.

If you already own a ZX80 and want to upgrade it. a plug-in
replace ment ROM that contains the new 8K extended BASIC
used in the ZX81 is available. That is a user-installable IC that
can be installed in the ZX80 in a few minutes by using a
sc rewdriver. T hat will allow the ZX80 to use the new ZX
Printer and it will also be software-compatible with programs
intended for the ZX81. The replacement ROM and a new
overlay for the ZX80 keyboard sell forS39.95. R·E

Direct from Mosaic S189.95

Now from your
nearest Mosaic Dealer

• Works in both Atari 400 & 800· Goldedge connectors for better
reliability· Fits Atari 400 without modification·Custom
components for betterperformance & reliability·Highestquality
components for the best screen clarity· Full yearwarranty
• Designedto takeadvantageofAtari 800'ssuperiorbus structure
• Can be used with 8K, 16K and futureproducts- Allows Atari 800
to have 2 slotsforfuture expansion- Designedso there's no
dangerofdamagingyourcomputer- Designed forinter-board
communication inAtari 800 • Easy to follow instructions for
simple no-solderinstallation inAtari 400· Available companion
board (55) to allow running32K board independent ofother
boards· Full flexible memory configuration
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Pocket
Computers
Once thought of as an impossible fantasy, a true computer that you can slip into your
pocket is now a reality. Four such units are now available, with two more on the way.

MARC STERN

TH E CONCE PT OF A POCKET COMPUTER BEGAN TO APPEAR IN
science fiction stories . such as those by Isaac Asimov, over 30
years ago . Like many of the other ideas proposed in those
sto ries . it was dismissed as pure speculation by most readers.
But. again like many of the devices described in those stories .
the pocket computer has beco me a reality.

The first hint that the pocket computer was indeed on its
way came in the early 1970' s with the introduction of hand
held calcu lators. While those first units were relatively sim
ple. and rather expensive. that soon began to change.

Calcu lators acquired features such as memory. which al
lowed the user to store a single value that could be recalled or
modified at any time. and function s such as roots. logs. pow
ers. and trigonometic functions : that made the calculators
much more useful in engineering. mathematical. and scientific
applications . Soon after. calculators with individually ad
dre ssable memorie s became common.

In the late 1970·s. programmable calculators were intro
duced. The term " programmable" referred to the calculato r's
ab ility to " remember" a sequence of key strokes . and repro
duce them on command. Some even had the ability to store
the' .program.. on a small piece of magnetic material. so that it
would not be lost when the unit was shut off. It was even
possible to purch ase plug-in ROM's for those units. Some of
tho se ROM' s were programmed to perform complicated cal
culation s; others were programmed to-what else?-play
games . But eve n a programmable calculator with all of the
" bells and whistles" is not a computer.

That brings us to the subject of this article: true "pocket"
co mput ers. Pocket computers are sold in this country by four
co mpanies-Radio Shack (One Tandy Center. Ft. Worth. TX
76102): Sharp (10 Sharp Plaza . Paramus. NJ 07652); Pana
son ic (One Panasonic Way. Secaucus. NJ 07094). and Quasar
(9401 W. Grand Ave .. Franklin Park . IL 60131 ). Those units
are not much larger than some of the early calculators that we
talked abo ut. but they are far more complex and powerful.

The Radio Shack/Sharp pocket computers
If the Radio Shack TRS-80 (see Fig. I) and Sharp PC-12!!

pocket com pute rs seem similar. there is a good reason-both.
although sold and serv iced by different companies. are func
tionally identical. Both measure 11/1 6 X 6111 x 2~ inches and
featu re a 57-key mini-keyboard . 1.9K of RAM. and II K of
intern al ROM. Two proprietary four-b it CMOS microproces
sors form the heart of the units. One of the microproce ssors
handles the arit hmetic operations and the display routines: the
ot her handles the BASIC interpreter and the input from the
tiny keyboard. The unit use a 24-character LCD display:
eac h character is formed by a 7-by-5 dot matrix.

The pocket com puter let you store several different pro
gram in memory. Those programs are individually identified.
and anyone can be run by simply pressing a specified key. A
IA24-s tep memory is automatically partitioned for program
and data storage . and there is a 25data-element memory and a
48-step reservable memory for storing functions.

Although those are relatively tiny devices. they have many
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FIG. 2-AMONG THE FEATURES of the new TRS-80 model PC-2 Is a new,
more powerful version of pocket BASIC.

IJ

FIG. 3-S0ME OF THE PERIPHERALS available for the Panasonlc HHC
pocket computer. as well as the device Itself, are shown here. Among them
are an RS·232 Interface, a modem , acolor-TV Interface,and a small printer.

can be redefined by the user when needed.
A M -pin connec tor is used to co nnect peripherals to the

HHC. Among the available peripherals are a bus expander.
which lets you connect up to six diffe'fent peripherals to the
computer : a 15-colum n thermal printer: a modem: RAM. with
ba ttery bac k-up so memory is retained even when discon
nected from the computer. and a color-TV interface. The
interface will let you use a TV to display 16 lines of up to 32
characte rs eac h. or up to 48 x 64 graphic elements in eight
colors and black. A monitor output is also provided.

The suggested retail price for the Panasonic HHC 4K
poc ket com puter is 5500.00: the suggested retail price for the
4 K version is 5600.00. The suggested retail price for the
Qu asar 4K co mputer is S525.00: the suggested retail for the 4K
ve rsion is $595.00. R-E

case characters can be generated by the unit. Among the
peri pherals planned is an RS-232 interface . Currently avail
ab le is a combination four-color printer/plotter and cassette
interface.

The Panasonlc/Quasar HHC pocket computers
Th e HHC pocket computer. deve loped jointly by Matsu

sh ita and Friends Amis of San Francisco. is sold in this coun
tr y by both Panason ic (see Fig. 3) and Quasar: although the
packaging is somewhat different . here is another case of two
functionally identical computers .

T he basic mach ine is avai lable with either 2K or 4K of
RAM. That user-available RAM is expandable. using external
modules : up to six 8K modules can be connected to the
computer at one time. The unit comes with 16K of internal
ROM. which can be ex panded to 48K.

T he microprocessor used by the computers is a 6502. Spe
cial circuitry is used to keep the microprocessor "dormant"
unt il it is called on to perform some task. That featu re pro
longs the time between battery charges (recha rgeable nickle
ca dmium batteries are used to power the unit and most periph
erals ). mak ing the use of the 6502 possible. Without the cir
cuitry. the microprocessor would discharge the batteries in
about two hours . Other special circuitry is used to let the HHC
retain programs and data after the unit is switched off.

Th e ope rating- system language used in those computers is
SNAP. which is derived from FORTH . SNAP is used for
maximum efficiency. as it is a fast-ru nning. compact language.
Programming can be done in either SNAP or BASIC. if the
appropriate internal ROM is installed. The internal set of
applica tions programs include a four-funct ion calculator. a
free-form file sys tem. and an editor. Programming is done
using the 65-key. typewrite r-like keyboard. Any of the keys
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of the features of larger units : for instance . an edit and debug
mode that should make finding programming errors and cor
recting them easy. That function is handled by the monitor
program: the monitor is contained in 4K of the ROM.

What sets the pocket computer apart from program mable
calculators is that you can write and run your own programs in
BASI C. The BASIC used by those devices is called pocket
BASIC and appears to be related to Radio Shack's TRS-80
Level I BASIC. alt hough there are considerable differences.
The language is capable of supporting up to four nested sub
rou tines or FOR/NEXT loops. and up to 15levels of parenth esis.
It can handle strings of up to seven characters .

Programs and data are entered using the 57-key keyboard.
Although that keyboard is laid out much like a typewriter
keyboard. don't expect to be able to touc h-type: the unit's
small size makes that all but impossible. If you prefer. Radio
Shack offers a library of software. avai lable on cassette.
Among the subjects covered are real estate . personal finance.
aviation . and games. To load those programs. or to save your
own on cassette . you'll need one of the two peripherals avail
ab le for the units-a slide- in cassette-tape interface.

T he second perip heral is a dot-matrix printer that also in
cludes the cassette interface. That peripheral turns a pocket
co mp uter into a complete mini-system. With that device. it is
possible to get hard cop ies of programs. data. or results. It
uses the pocket computer's PRINT and LIST commands to pro
vide a 16-column alphanumeric printout on ordinary electron
ic-cash-register-type paper. The printer writes at approxi
mately one line per seco nd. and is powered by rechargeable
nickle-cadrnium batteries.

The TRS-80 Pocke t Computer sells for SI69.95. The sug
gested retail price forthe Sharp PC-1211 is 5179.00.

As we went to pres s. both Sharp and Radio Shack an
nounced the introduction of a new. more powerful pocket
computer. The new unit s. the Radio Shack TRS-80 mode l
PC-2 (Fig . 2) and the Sharp PC-1500 (which. again. are func
tionally identical). featu re a single 8-bit microprocessor and
2.6K of user-available RAM. expandable to 6.6K. The com
pute r uses an advanced version of the pocket BASIC de
scribed earlier. and can handle two-dimensional arrays and
strings ofas long as 80 characters. For display. a fully address
able 7 x 156 dot-matrix LCD is used: both upper and lower

FIG. 1-THE TRS-80 POCKET COMPUTERIs shown here with the slide-In
pr inter and cassette Interface. That peripheral turns the pocket computer
Into a complete " mini-system."
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Xerox
The king of office copiers has entered the personal computer market.
Here 's a close up look at the Xerox 820.

MARC STERN

THE BATfLE IN TH E HOTLY
co ntes te d personal computer
market stepped up its pace
ea rly last summer when Xerox
introduced its long-awaited
microcomputer. Rumors and
specula tion abounded for some
time about the impend ing entry
of the copy king into the fray.
It see med like a natural ex ten
sion of this compan y' s work
in the field of office automa
tion , After all, it wasn 't very
long before the introduction of
the 820 compute r that the
company introduced the 860
inform ation processing sys
tem.

Thi s entry into the personal
computer market added an
other pot ent force in this vola
tile marketplace. However,
Xerox' s entry was n' t aimed at
the per sonal co mputer hobby
ist. it was targeted primarily at
the busine ss user. Although
the potential for BASIC pro
gramming is more than evident
with the avai lability of the
Microsoft BASIC included in
the software . Xerox down
plays th is as pec t of the interactive nature of this machine.
Instead. it emphasizes the user-friendliness and ease of use
of the 820 Inf ormation Processor.

The heart of this menu-driven sys tem is a Z80 micropro
cessor, The MPU is conta ined in the display cabinet. It is
softloade d with 64K of Random Access Memory and 4K of
Read-Onl y Memory. The MPU operates at a clock speed of
2.5 MHz. This is slow when compared with other units on
the market.

The basic sys tem includ es a l2-inch screen that disp lays
white characte rs on a dark background and has a capacity of
24. 80-characte r lines. It include dual RS232 serial port s,
one for the printer and one for communications. Dual parallel
ports a re also standa rd.

The 96-charac te r ASCII keyboard can be detached from
the CRT unit to allow more co nvenient sys tem use. A user
ca n move the keyboard around (within the limits of the inter
face cable) so that the keyboard unit is nearer the work being
done, Thi s is convenience, because the user sometimes needs
that kind of portability in a work area . It is also possib le to
position the keyboard on a user' s lap for ultimate con
ven ience. T he keyboard is laid out as a conventiona l type
writer kevboard . but it a lso includes some extra function
keys, such as HELP (more about this one later). To the right

of the con ven tional keyboard
are the rest of the spec ial func
tion keys , plus a numeric key
paid that facil itates entering
sta tistica l and numeric infor
mation.

Dual 514-inch floppy disk
drives are include d in the
basic unit. With this form of
mas s storage. a user can store
up to 92.000 characters of data
on the single-sided , single
den sity disks . Optional Svinch.
single-sided. single-density.
dual drives , that ca n store
250.000 characters. are also
available.

A Daisywheel printer- the
Xerox 630--is available as an
option. A 40-charac te r-per
seco nd device. it is a bidirec
tional unit.

Since the operating system
of the 820 is CP/M and since

I the use of CP/M is so wide-
spread . there are many appli-

I catio ns pac kages writte n for it
and the use r can purchase a
wide var iety of standard busi
ness app licat ions programs
from Xerox or other vendors .

Let' s face it. the Xerox 820 is not aimed at the computer
hobbyist. but at the business user who may know little or
nothing abo ut computers. Since it is aimed at this user. it is
menu-driven and . to be fair. those menus lead the non
knowledgeable user thro ugh the paces quite well.

For exam ple, suppose a user presses the C (CLEAR) com
mand to dele te a file . The screen then prompt s for the name
of the file to be deleted. Nex t it returns to the Directory
Menu after the deletion. To work on an existing doc ument or
to cre ate a new one. a user presses com mand" A" from the
Directory Menu and the screen prompts him for the name of
the file. When the file is recalled to the screen, the Directory
Menu is rep laced by the Main Menu. The user doesn' t eve n
have to memorize keystrokes because the menus tell him
what to do.

The HELP key is a special aid to the non-computer-oriented
user. With it. if the user runs into ' tro uble. simply pressing
the button will bring up more information than is normally
listed on the menu. This information then leads the user
thro ugh the task .

The software ava ilable for the Xerox 820 includes word
processing . CP/M. Teletyp e communications. MBASIC.
C BASIC -2. COBOL 80. MSort and an electronic worksheet
package . Th is is a powerful. but very expensive. selection of
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For Canadian orders, double the pos tage . Conn. res. add sa les tax.

PhoneAddr ess

Cit y State Zip _

Build Your Own
Home Computer

System With
Design Kits From

Universal Interface
• CHOOSE FROM MANY POPULAR MICROPROCESSORS.
• TREMENDOUS COST SAVINGS. Home construct ion/com

ponents purchased directly from discount houses .
• PERSONAL ENJOYMENT. Experience the satisfaction of con 

struct ing your own versatile home computer.
• SYSTEM FLEXIBILITY. Tailor your system to perform func

t ions from " number crunching" to control applications with
UI expansion modules.

.BASIC DESIGN KIT INCLUDES:
Schematics for CPU, clock circuit , 4K RAM/EPROM, power

supply, serial I/O, and front panel (includes run/stop,
sing le step , memory-I/O subst itute and disp lay).

Detai led parts list with appro xima te costs from suggested
component discount houses.

System theory of operation (inc ludes list of ref . material).
• EXPANSION MODULES AVAILABLE. See list on order form .

---------U-i-UN-IVEFisAi.-iNTERFACE-------
P.O. BOX 287, AUBURN, AL 36830

Enclosed IS my check or money order for the Universal Interface
kit( s) checked below.

BASIC KITS: (@ $15 each)
o 8080 0 8085 0 8086 0 Z80 0 Z8000 0 6800 0 68000

EXPANSION KITS: (@ $15 each)
o AlD·D/A Module 0 Sound Generator
o Paralle l 110 Modu le 0 App liance Power Controller
o Address Selectable 4K RAM/PROM Module

Name

software. Since there is very little ROM resident in the 820.
yo u can see that the software must be disk-loaded.

T he software expense looks something like this . The 5\4
inc h word pro cessing package costs $500. while the 5!4-inc h
CP/M operating system costs another $200. The 8-inch word
processing package costs $500. while the 8-inch disk CP/M
operating system cost s $200. And. anyone who choo ses to
buy the Xe rox software must buy at least one software pack
age for each system that is ordered.

T he sys tem itself is by no means inexpensive either. T he
minimum system costs $2,995 (display/processor. keyboard
and dual 5IA-i nch disk drives). The 8-inch disk-based system
costs $3.795. T hese don't apear to be the kind of figure s an
average comp uter hobbyi st wo uld spend. The user does have
the option of supplying a separate printer. alt hough Xerox
offers one for $2.900. It is interesting that the higher-level in
fo rmation system- the 86o-offers more and easier func 
ti on ality . to boo t.

On e of the most interesti ng capabil ities of th is system is
the potent ial of interfacing with the Xerox Ethernet network.
T his is. essentially. a high-speed data communications net
work. T his is done through the 872/873 Communications
Servers. T hrough the 87 / Interactive Communications
Emulator. the 820 can access a host computer at another lo
cation too.

As is obvious. though . all of these potentialities are aimed
at the bus iness. rather than the hobby. user. It is clear
from the type of menu-driven system that is offered and from
the lack of encouragement in programming. Of course. that
po tent ial is there should the user opt for the MBASIC pack
age. Bu t. i t is an expen sive option. much more in line wi th a
busi ness type of investment than with a con sumer pur
chase. R-E

Tot alEnclosed $ .:-----==--==---:-:--:--:::-;-----,--,::-:-- ----;;0--,----o Personal Check 0 Cashier's Chec k/Money Order
o VISA 0 MasterCard (Ban k No. _
Acct . No. Exp. Date _

Signatu re
Print Name _
Address -=:-:- --::;:;- _
Cit y St ate Zip

To Order From Connec t ic ut Or For Tech , Ass ist. Call (203) 354-9375

NETRONICS R&D LTD. Dept.

333 Litchfi eld Road, New Milford, CT 06776
Please send the items checked be /ow:

Smart. Fast • Graph ics • Matching Modem and $295 Printer

ANNOUNCING TWO
NEW TERMINALS

FASTERM·64 ... DISPLAY FORMAT: 64 or 32 charact ersfli ne by 16 lines . .. 96 disp layable
ASCII charac ters (upper & lower case) . . . 8 baud rates: 150. 300. 600, 1200.24 00, 4800.9600.
19. 200. (switc h seL) . . . LINE OUTPUT: RS232/C or 20 ma current loop , .. V I ~EO OUTPUT: 1V
PIP (EIA RS·170) . .. CURSOR MODES: home & cl ear screen. erase to end of line. erase cursor

~E~Ec~SSEoVI8E~ ~~~~Lf~k~~Gr~tgRS~ku ~~/."~~~~~$: a~fr. nedv~~ ~~~~d~~t~SsTc~~ I ~I~S:'1 , 1.5,
2 .. . DATA BITS PER CHARACTER: 5, 6, 7 or 6 . .. CHARACTER OUTPUT: 5 by 7 dot matr ix
in a 7 by 12 ce ll . . . PRINTER OUTPUT: prints al l incoming data . . . 1K ON BOARD RAM ...
2K ON BOARD ROM . , . CRYSTAL CONTROLLED . . . COMPLETE WITH POWER SUPPLY .
OPTIONAL GRAPHICS MODE: inclu des 34 Greek & math characte rs plus 30 special graphic s
charact ers . . . ASCII ENCODED KEYBOARD: 56 key/128 characters.
SMARTERM.80 ... DISPLAY FORMAT: 80 ch arac ters by 24 li nes or 40 charac ters by 16 lines

1~g(t~:~~~e2~?~I. t7~Eag~~p~~~~S~3~Ce~rc2~~: ~~r~~;ta~~~~ ~ 1.~ ' V~Egog'U¥~T~~~·
pp (EIA RS-H O) EDITING FEATURES: Insert/de lete line. inse rt/de lete charact er, for-
ward/back ta b LINE OR PAGE TRANSMIT . . . PAGE PRINT FUNCTION " . CURSOR POSI-
TIONING: up, dow n, right . left. plus absolute cursor positi oni ng wit h read back .. . VISUAL
An RIBUTES: under line, blin k. reverse video . hal f inten sit y. & blank .. . GRAPHI CS: 12,000

~~~~I ~~s~~~t~~~ ~+~~ ~ :¥~:I~~~ ~~~dh~Sa'l l o~~;;~~ ~~~:t~_I T6ul~r?Jrl~~1;c~:r~~~~ ?~ f.

~CobtK1 ~B~~~R' : ~ 'i! ~~~fA~uJ6~iROi.t~gR 502~'o~E~b1f~6 ~~~RES~SC'IIB~~~~~~D
KEYBOARD: 56 key/126 charac te r ... 4K ON BOARD ROM . . . COMPLETE WITH POWER
SUPPLY.
TELEPHONE MODEM 103 OIA . .. FULL DUPLEX, FCC APPROVED .. . DATA RATE: 300 baud
. . . INTERFACE' RS232/C and Tl' Y . . . CONTROLS: talk/data switch (no need to connect and
disconnect phone). orig ina te/a nsw er SWitc h on rear panel .. . NO POWER SUPPLY RE·
QUIRED.
A~C.II K~'fBOAAD A3C II-3 .. , ~O 1( ~ Yll fO Ol lA nAOTCn A~O I I
EN CODED .. . UPPER & LOWER CASE .. _FULL Y DEBOUNC ED .
2 KEY ROLLOVER ... POS OR NEG LOGIC WITH POS STROBE .
REQUIRES + 5 & ·12V DC ISUPPLIED FROM VIDEO BOARDS)

~~I~~f~T~~~~LL'MN~~~~ACL6~p~~~~)BAU ?0'" ;-~~CTOR FEED..
. , . UPPER/LOWER CASE . . . INDUSTRY STANDARD RIBBONS . . .
4 CHARACTER SIZES .. . 9 BY 7 DOT MATRIX ... BI-DIRECTIONAL
PRINTING

Cont inenta l U.S_A. Credit Card Buyers Out sid e Connec t icut

CALL TOLL FREE 800·243·7428

o COMPLETE FASTERM-64 TERMIN AL (inc ludes FASTVID-64 video board
ASCII-3 keyboard, steel cabinet and power supply) , , , kit $199,95 plus $3 P&I
... w ired & test ed $249,95 plus $3 P&I . . . graphics opt ion: add $19,95 to
each of above
o COMPLETE SMA RTERM-80 TERMINAL (includes SMA RTVID-80 video
board, ASCII-3 keyboard, ste el cabinet and power supply) , , , kit $299.95 plus
$3 P&i . , , wired and tes ted $369.95 plus $3 P&I
o FASTVID-64 VIDEO BOARD (requires + 5 & -12V DC) ... kit $99.95 pius $3
P&I , .. graphi cs opt ion add $19.95 . .. w ired & test ed $129.95 piu s $3 P&I " .
graphics option add $19.95
o SMARTVID-80 VIDEO BOARD (requi res + 5 & + /-12V DC) , . . kit $199,95
plu s $3 P&I . . . wired & tested $249_95 plus $3 P&I
o DELUXE STEEL TERMINAL CABINET .. . $19,95 plus $3 P&I
o ASCli-3 KEYBOARD (requires +5 & -12VDC) _. . ki t $69,95 pius $3 P&I . . .
wi red and tested $89.95 plus $3 P&I
o POWER SUPPLY (powers ASCIi-3 keyboar d & video boards) ... kit only
$19,95 plus $2 P&I
o ZENITH VIDEO MON ITOR (high reso lut io n green phosph or) , . . w ired &
tested $149.95 plus $6 P&I
o TELEPH ONE MODEM MODEL 103 O/A . .. w ired & tested $189,95 plus $3
P&I
o DOT MATRIX PRINTER Comet I . " w ired & test ed $299,95 piu s $10 P&i
o RF MODULATOR MOD RF-1 ' " kit only $8.95 plus $1 P&I
o 3FT·25 LEAD MODEM/TERMINA L OR PRINTERITERM INAL CONNECTOR
CABLE. , . $14,95 ea plus $2 P&I

Netroni cs anno unces a stale o f th e art
b raakth rough in term inal s, now at prices you
ca n affo rd, you can go on-line with data-bank
a nd computer pho ne- li ne services. It' s all
yo urs: " electronic newspa pers." ed uca t io na l
services , Dow-Jones stock reports, games,
rec ipes, personal computin g with any leve l
language, program exchanges , elect ronic bul
let in board s . . . and more every da y !l !

Net ron lcs o ffe rs two new te rmina ls. bo th [:j~====~!~~~~!~featu re a full 56 key/ 128 charac ter ty pewrite r-
s ty le keyboard, baud rat es to 19.2 ki lob aud, a
ru gged stee l cabinet and powe r supply. The
simplest one, FASTERM-64. is a 16 line by 64 or 32 charac ter per line uni t, wit h a seria l
pr inte r port for maki ng hard copy of all incomi ng data. and optio nal provision s lor block and
special character graph ics. The " smart" versio n. S~ARTERM·80. featur es: ~it her. 24 line by 80
c haracters per line or 16 by 40 characters per line, It o ffers on-sc reen ed t t t~g wIth paljle..at-a
ti me printin g. 12.000 pixe l graphics. line graphi cs. absolut e cursor addressing. underlining.

~euvre~~~~~:;'°Odoen~.~~~ ~~eo~~ \1~:rnds~~fl~ . rn~~ey~u rS~P~~t ~W~ ~~:ru l~t~r ~~~~l~~:;)~~t~~?r
detux creen-phospn or moni tor pict ured above. For hard co py just add ou r matched print er.

Price breakt hroughll ! Own the FASTERM·64, .a complete termi nal kit, ready to plug in fo r
ju st $199.95 or order the SMA RTERM·80 kit for Just $299.95, (both available wired and tested.I
Be en-lin e wi th th e mil lion-dollar co mputers and data services today . . . we even supply the
necessary subsc ript ion form s.

More good news: All the com ponents in our termina ls are avai lab le separately (see
coupon). so you buy only what you needl ! l
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ystems
FOR PERSON AL COMPUTERS. FLO PPY DISKS (AND. MORE RE
cently , hard Winche ste r-disks) are the most rapid and con
venient way to store (save) or retrieve (load ) data and
programs.

The basic per sonal-computer package almost always in
cludes some form of cassette data-sto rage sys tem. Such a
system convert s the computer ' s digital signals to audio tones
that can be recorded by an ordinary. low-cost casse tte-ta pe
recorder. However. a cassette- based system is much slower
than a disk-based sys tem. Of course . "slow" is a relative
term. but to give you an approx imate idea of what we mean. an
income tax program that see ms to take forever to load from
tape-actually 31h minutes-loads from a standard di k sys
tem in less than thre e seconds: a BASIC interp reter that takes
over seven mintues to load from ca sette tape takes about five
seconds to load from disk.

For those not in a particular hurry . a cassette-tape system
often proves more than adequate. expeciaJly when you con
sider that the tape syste m is supplied with the computer (or
cos ts an additional $50 or so for the recorder). while a basic
disk system will usually cos t upwards of$5oo .

But eve n when the time required to save and load isn't
critical. there is still one major drawback to tape-based sys-

If you 're not in any great hurry, a cassette
tape operating system may be adequate;
but for fast and efficient loading and
saving of your programs, YOU 'll want a disk
operating system,

HERB FRIEDMAN

terns-file handling is rather difficult . If you' re running soft
ware that writes data to and reads data from the tape, you
must constantly jockey the tape to find "clean" (unrecorded)
tape for saves . or the location of specific files to be loaded . It is
true that some tape sys tems will searc h for particular files by
readin g the file names: but if the file is the third. fourth. or fifth
recording on the tape. it can be frustrating to wait for the
co mputer to loca te and load the file. particularly when you' re
atte mpting to update the filets) with new data.

A disk-based mass- torage system. on the other hand . han
dles tiles much more efficientl y and conveniently. Files can be
saved to or loaded from disks very quickly. It is possible to
acess . use . or update/modify (read and write) complete files or
part of files. You ca n also chain files . append them. and
inte rsperse them.

The precise method of hand ling disk files is determined by
what's known as a DOS (Disk Operating System). a set of
control and utility programs that may also control the com
pute r's peripherals . Primarily. the DOS performs housekeep
ing chores on the disk itse lf. reservi ng and managing the space
on the disk and determi ning how the tile will be accessed by
the computer.

The methods used to access files are either sequential-

L.- ----'77
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access. whereb y a unit of sto red data can be accessed only by
reading every unit of sto rage that precedes it in a file (similar to
a cassette-tape file). or random access (also known as direct
access ) whereby a block of dat a is access ed through a di
rectory located on the disk that keeps track of physical loca
tion of everv file on the disk .

The DOS' also determines the memor y req uirements for
tiles. controls the distri but ion of memor y for tiles . regulates
the execution of program s and utilit ies . contro ls the inter
ch ange-of tiles betwee n peripheral s. and eve n gets the co m
pute r up and run ning.

The exact manner in which files are handled . and the type s
of utilit ies provided. are determined by the part icular DOS
a nd the computer for which it is intended. If the DOS is a
"universal" one-like CP/M. which we' ll discuss later-it
can run on any computer using a microprocessor from the
8080/Z80 family . If the DOS is written specifically for one type
of computer. such as TRSDOS for Radio Shack computers. or
HDOS for Heath/Zenith computers. it can be used only with
th ose types of computers. There are man y reasons for that.
among them are the different ways the tracks on the disk are
used. different computer memory-configurations and device
drivers. etc.

WHEN A DOS IS BOOTED it generally presents a display giv ing a descrlp
tion of itself and a " prompt" for the user to follow.

Another factor that can lock a computer into a particular
DOS is the way it "boots" the computer. In order to run, a
computer must contain a program. but in order to load a
program a computer must be running. It ' s a so rt ot vCatch 22"
situa tion: Essentially. the computer must lift itself up by its
own bootstraps . In many modem computer s the boot program
is in a ROM Which. in tum. causes the DOS to be loaded . In
others. the ROM has ju st enough "intelligence " to read a boot
program from a disk. Then that program loads the DOS into
the co mputer.

There are major differences in the way various disk oper
ating-systems handle the transfe r of inform ation between
peripherals. For example . in some computers the output to a
pri nter. modem, or other devices (such as another terminal)
is memory-mapped within the computer-the device is ac
cessed by routing the dat a to be output to a ce rta in memory
address-or is ava ilable at an I/O port. Those functions are
controlled by the computer' s OWII internal operating sys tem.
(In an Apple II computer. for example . the output to the
printer is usually through I/O port # I. )

In other systems . parti cularly CP/M and HDOS . informa
tion interchange is through device drivers or periph eral in
terpreters contained in- the disk operating-system. Without
the DOS there would be no co mmunica tions with or betwee n
peri pherals. becau se the driver routines in those cases are

not co ntained in ROM .

Utilities are important
In addition to taking care of file management and peripheral

interchange, a personal-computer DOS will include seve ral
other utility programs. Among the most popu lar utilities for
personal-computer sys tems are those that permit files to be
copied from one disk to another. And . to cop y files-or even
jus t to li se a disk-it must be formatted or initialized. Thu s a
DOS must also include a utility for initializing and formatt ing.
one that will make a backup copy ofa disk. one that will verify
that the data written to the disk has been recorded correctl y,
and one that will check for sys tem errors and inform you when
they occur.

Bec ause disks are extremely delicate-far more so than
tape - the re is generally a "media test" utility to check the
condi tion of the disk. That utilitv will either " lock-out" any
defective tracks (by not ing in the disk directory that tho se
tracks should not be used by the computer). or will let the user
know which tracks are defective so that he or she will not use
them.

Once a disk is in use . the DOS pro vides co mplete file
management. pro viding. among other things. a directo ry of all
the files on the di k that ca n include a descr iption of the file
ty pe and its size and att ributes . and. in some cases. password
pro tection. " kill" protect ion . and other usefu l features ,

Aftermarket DOS's
Sometimes a DOS will not have all the features required by

a user: the solution to that problem is to use what's known as
an aftermarket DOS . For example. con sider file cop ying.
Although. generally. disks can be copied using only one drive .
so me DOS's, such as TRSDOS. requ ire the use of two drives.
That is one of the reasons for the popul arit y of NEWDOS . an
afterrnar ket DOS for the Radio Shack TRS -80; it permits liIe
copying with a single drive. NEWDOS also has a " screen
print" function that lets you get a printout of whate ver is
displayed on the screen. There are other aftermarket DOS' s
offering similar . and additional. features as well as utility pro
gra ms that ca n enhance existing DOS·s.

CP/M-a " universal" DOS
Digital Research's CP/M , which is commonly taken to

stand for Control Program for Microcomputers. is intended
for computers using an 8080.8085, or Z80 CPU. or another
microprocessor capable of hand ling the 8080 instruction set.
Its co nfiguration in term s of the number of disk drives and
number and type of peripherals is determined by the computer
that it is used with. CP/M is used by more different personal
computers than any other DOS . It is often implied that, be
cause it is the most commonly used DOS. it is also " univer
sa l" in the sense that any computer running CP/M can use any
CP /M software. Th at isn 't exactl y the case . Each computer
requ ires a CP/M specifically prepared for it. or for a similar
"family" of computers. Once CP/M is available for a particu
lar computer. the mach ine can generally use softwa re written
to run under that operating system. If a particular piece of
software cannot be used. the problem is most likely one of
media incompati bility.

Media limits
CP /M , and so ftwa re using it. is norm ally supplied on 8-inch.

single-s ided . soft-sec tored. single-density disks. A number of
so ftware vendors. however. ca n provide the operating sys tem
and program s in a format to fit your part icular system (51,4 
inch hard-sectored . for example ). There are versions for use
on almos t every computer that can follow the 8080 iJ1stru ct ion
set- and even for a few that don't .

The other major hind rance to "universality" can be the
mem ory co nfigura tion of your computer. CP/M normally
"tart s at memor y location 0000H (hex). Some compute rs.
though. alr ead y use that location (and the one s following it)



for their own purposes. Fortunately. customized versions of
CP/M are avai lable for most computers to overcome that
prob lem.

FIG. 1-HOW A TYPICAL COMPUTER SYSTEM is configured. CP/M elimi
nates the need for the programmer to worry about the exact I/O configura
tion of the mach ine by replacing the physical I/O devices with logical
representations .

" Logical" design
One of the pro blems in adapting a DOS to operate on a

number of different machines is that the addresses of the I/O
ports vary from machine to machine (see Fig. I). CP/M solves
that problem by not referring to specific addresses (in its
unconfigured form). It replaces physical I/O devices with
"logical" devices-programming representations of the
physical devices. In effect, the DOS sees only command
word s and peripheral descri ptions such as LPT (line printer),
CON (console . or control terminal), TTY (teletypewriter). PTR
(paper-tape reader), and so on.

CP/M has no idea where CON or LPT are located. Each
manufacturer who takes out a license to use CP/M provides a
BIOS (Basic Input/Output System) that is tailored to the con
figura tion of his computer. It is the BIOS that knows the
hardware connec tions for the "l ogical" terms and recognizes,
say . the comm and " PRINT " and directs the data that is to be
printed to the proper port or memory locat ion. If the user
comm and s the DOS to cop y a file from disk drive A to drive
B. it is the BIOS that knows the I/O for the disk drives.
Essentially, the BIOS serves as an interpreter between the

More, more, more
As the software for personal computers becomes more

sophisticated-in many instances equalling or surpassing the
quality of that for the large mainframes of just a few years
back-DOS' s will also change and become more sophisti
cated to make best use of that new software. Disk operating
systems are constantly being improved, and steadily growing
more comp lex. Even the "universal" CP/M may be replaced
by a more versatile DOS eventually. and each innovation will
generate further innovations. Every change or addition will
contribute to making personal computers more powerful and
eas ier to use. R-E

Configuration
Another feature that makes CP/M "universal" is its flexi

bility regarding the use of peripherals. Each manufacturer
dec ides specifically what peripherals and interconnects will
be available through his BIOS; those can include many that
were not originally intended for use with CP/M . A typical
BIOS might include drive rs for a CRT terminal. teletype, line
printer, batch processor (card reader), paper-tape punch. etc.
Considerable leeway is allowed as to what peripheral is used
for a specific application. and the user makes the selection
using a "CONFIGUR" utility. Incidentally, as is typical with
many disk operating- systems for personal computers, CP/M
comes with many commonl y used utilities, includingan editor
and asse mbler.

"logical commands" and the hardware.
It is that logical structure that is primarily responsible for

CP/M 's universality. and the most important reason for its
popularit y. Here 's an example that illustrates how it works:
Ass ume that you are running CP/M on your system. When
your version of CP/M runs a piece of software your BIOS will
recognize the logical commands it contains and route data to
the proper ports or memory addresses . If the software calls for
an output to a printer . your own BIOS will recognize the
logical inst ruction and see to it that the data goes to the
appropriate port or address for the printer. The very same
software can be used on another computer because its BIOS
would provide the necessary hardware interpretations for the
logical commands.

Should you create your own software . the program will
contain only the logical commands. Assuming media com
patabilit y, you could give the disk to someone with a com
pletely different CP/M-based computer and he would almost
certainly be able to run the program without problems be
causes his BIOS would interpret them in terms of his own
com pute r' s operating system.

DISK I/OPORT
I DISK

.ICONTROLLER

TERMINAL I/O PORT TERMINAL
"I INTERFACE

PRINTER PORT PRINTER
INTERFACE

I/OPORTS I-
ADDRESS,
DATA&

RAM I- CONTROL BUSES

If CPU
ROM (BOBO,ZBO,

OR BOB5)

PORT ADDRESS X

PORT ADDRESS Y

I PORT ADDR ESSZ

DOS SUPPLIERS

While nearly every manufacturer supplies a dlsk-operatlng system for his machine,
operating systems are also available from many independent suppliers. The following Is
a partial listing of those suppliers.

ALTERNATE SOURCE
1806 Ada Street
Lans ing . MI48910

LOGICAL SYSTEMS INC.
Mequon, WI 53092

PHASE ONE SYSTEMS
770 Edgewater Drive , Suite 830
Oakland, CA 94621

APPARAT, INC
4401 S. Tamarac Parkway
Denver, CO 80237

DIGITAL RESEARCH
PO Box 579
Pacific Grove, CA 93950

DYNAMIC MICROPROCESSOR
ASSOCIATES

545 Fifth Avenue. Suite 1400
New York, NY 10017

MICRO SYSTEMS SOFlWARE, INC.
5846 Funston Street
Hollywood, FL 33023

MICRO MIKE 'S INC.
905 S. Buchanan
Amarillo, TX 79101

MIDWEST SCIENTIFIC
INSTRUMENTS, INC.

220W. Cedar
Olathe, KS 66061

SOFlWARE DYNAMICS
2111 W. Crescent
Anaheim, CA 92801

TECHNICAL SYSTEMS
CONSULTANTS, INC.

Box 2570
1208 Kent Avenue
West Lafayett e, IN 47906
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~:~: REM********79 4 ; ~EM********::************
795: EM -- SUBRouii~:********:::::************
;;;: .". ;::,," ,,,:: :::' ~'"::::.::::::: :: :::::::::::::
799 : T ERASE$ : CU~~;800: REM _ _ •• I RXo ~N , ClIRSO
801: PRIN T T~R I N T CUSWMIR R2X( 1 ,1 )
8 0 2 : LE DAYS,DAT~~" INFO & SE
803 : DUMMy~~~~F T$ (CUS i ll~:~~ (j ~NL LEN~~I ON TITLE :
804 : ' MESSA(;EX" ' , :" » H.EF '805 : RETURN ' ILI..$ , -r l , 0; 1~$ (CUS TOMER$,W . , , " "" .",

,",i :~:::........... ,. ,,,
8 08: kE M ***********************~~6 : -- ADD RECORri*i~*~i~****::::::::***********, ui .". "'" -- ." . rn.. ' " ,., : :: ::: ..
'''' " CO" ." ur " " "" " . .. ..
81 3 : IF NOT H: l I HEN W,O' AIl. 1! r u .r IF81 4: Hi T ll~Y ,I 'AI (' ;; 1I . NECESSARY'

"''' , ""'''' ,,";,.;, "'",'''' """ .8 16' EMI'$ o 'A" . , lIF'ENf'n X '
81 7 ; OPEN TEM;'$ II A!;) , C ll !i )()~gUH :,
818 : ~UMMYX=FN. E~:;/ I : , . ' $ I ' HI UTo BAT' : ,

81 9: ELSE ,O TO 96 10 , <l ' ,O ol f' M"$)'

8 ' 0' . ,
821 ; GOTO 96 10

822 : 960 REM - -8 23: 5 CREATE HERE TO CRE824 : ' AT' +LAST , C~~~OBAT CH FII E '
825 : 9 6 REM __ MERH ' HI ' ,
826: 10 PRINT HERE TO CO STo BAI " AS 11
8 2 7 ' ti l ; , NTIN UE PROCE
8 2 8 ; TRANS.DAT SSI NG:

8 29: FIELD'INF

H

' ,
8 30: TRANSACTI g$( l),
8 31: TRAI L$ NX"

832: RETURN

8 3 3 : REM*83 4 : REM**************835: REM ~ ~**** ***** * ***** * ******* *8 36' ADD RE ******* *******83 7 i CORD TO IN v o i * * * * * * * * * * : : : : : * * * * * * * * * * **
"" .,., ", ,, . . oe " " '" ••••••••••••••••••• •••

"" " co, ,,'" "",,, • ..........
840 : IF NOT I N~O;~EN 9705 ATCH FI LE IF NEC

::;; ,,"or'." "","eo " " " ,:::; ~::: , 1:;::;~: , ::~:1:,!:::,; "
84 5 : DUMMYXoF NNVOI CE . SAT· A
8 46: ELSE GOTO 9710 ·~OFX<l0'O' "A7 I ~0 : ,8 47 : GOTO 9710 ' VOICE . BAT' ) :,

~1~; 9705 ~~~A~~ ~ERE TO CREA~;~; 9710 REM __ H::I NVO I CE' B~ ~.I ~~O;~E BATCH F ILE:

~;~ ; LIN E, ITEMSi=~~N~~~~~~~~ +PROC ESS I NG :

8 5 4 : REM __ I F • 1
855 !' REM __ & 1ST LI NE IT E .~;~; I F ~~~E 'I ~~~~~~iRTNAME~ ON THI S I NVOI CE TH

ssar "' """ '",,:'" , '" " '"' "m
8 59 : REM _ ,DATE$ , LAST
860 : TEMP=~A~EXT ADD LIN E . CUSTOMER$

8 61 : IF VAL<R~6HIETLD . I NFO$(~;E)*M DATA:
8 62 : $(F I ELD VALIF I EL
863: ELSE ~EMP=FN .ROUN~7~0$(2) '2» ~ :INFO$(6»8 64: EMP" Ol ) - FLOAT(C U
" " " '"' ":~,,.'".'"""" ' r .orrxi ,~" •

,..' ' , " "" '" '867 : FIELD.INFO$ TOR" Oll

8 68: I NVOICE DE (ll, ,8 69 : FN. ROUND( SCRIPTI ON$ REM - - LOT

"., ""', , """"" .," .871 : VAL<F I REM - - STO' NFO$ (5» *V
. w r rs t,n , ~~~ ,"""" ~:"' " '" ~",ceo ,"""
"" '" .sou .."' " '"''' '" ,,'".,., "'''' ~: " ." ., " '"' ,,":: :::"" " '"" "",;,.'"'' , """,, ",: !,e,
" " "'" ... " . """ CO"'"
~~~ ; I F LI NE.I T~~~i=~NVOI CE THEN87 LI NE I THEN , PREPARE FOR

9 : PRINT' TEMS.X =O : , NEW ONE :

880 : -+10, - SS-

881: RETURN

~~~: REM*********884: REM******** ************885: REM -- ENTE~************:************
88 6; REM - - LOT' S ~~~~, ROUTINE*i~*ri~******:::::::************"" . "'0'" •••••••• •••••••
"" ""ce" "" -- ." """""" ,::.........
88 9: DE S : P ROCESSPATCF1 TO THE890: R SPECI AL
8 9 1 ' EM********* . ROUTI NE '

" ,: ""........:............ .
893: REM -- OPEN *********** ***********8 94 ; FI LE ROll rINE~***********::::************"" ..., "," . . " :: ..
"" " ""' ,:" " " '" " ..
8 97: ,OP EN, FlI ITIALI ZAT898: REM __ OK .n (l ' · B : I N I TI ~~N FI LE EXI S TS '
899: ' FI ll, EX l cr~ ,FI L ",O) THEN'

.,"' ,, " • "' ,m .".
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What started out as a "primitive" teaching
language has evolved into one sophisticated
enough for creating complex programs .
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A short history of BASIC
Besides coming with an operating system. your computer

also contains a programming language called BASIC (Be
ginners' All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code). The
original version of BASIC was developed at Dartmouth Uni
versity in 1963 by Professors J.G. Kemeny and T.E. Kurtz to
allow students to program computers easily. It was what's
known as an interpreted language, as opposed to most com
puter languages of the day, which were compiled (more
about that later).

Serious programmers tended to look down on BASIC
while it was easy to use, it was quite inefficient for their pur
poses. The arrival of small computers change that.

The first personal computers required all data to be
entered in binary form through toggle or paddle switches.
The IMSAI computer. shown in Fig. I. was such a machine.
As you can imagine, it was extremely difficult to accomplish
anything of practical value using the switches to enter data
and the LED's to read it in binary form. A practical program
ming language was needed.

The first BASIC for personal computers was Tiny BASIC,
which occupied only a couple 'of thousand bytes of memory
(memory was very expensive in those days-4K cost about
$250.(0). That Tiny BASIC, a subset of the original Dart
mouth BASIC, was refined and expanded in a series of articles
and forums in Dr. Dobb 's Journal ofComputer Calistheics &
Orthodontia.

The first "full-blown" BASIC was known as Altair BASIC.
because it was written for use on a computer known as the
Altair, It occupied 8K of memory. and was loaded into the
computer from a cassette, taking several minutes to load. It
was created by a company called Microsoft.

In those early days, each computer manufacturer supplied
its own BASIC. Among the early BASIC's for microcom
puters were a 4K (and later 8K) BASIC for the SWTP (South
west Technical Products) 6800. a BASIC for Processor Tech
nology's SOL, known as "BASCS" and occupying a little
under 6K (later-much later-followed by an "Extended
BASIC" that required about 16K) and Northstar BASIC. on
disk, for Northstar's Horizon computer. Finally there was a
language called MBASIC for Microsoft. It was really the

FIG. 1-AN EARLY PERSONAL COMPUTER, all data had to be entered
manually, and in binary form, on this IMSAI computer.

Altair BASIC, but was usable on other computers with the
appropriate operating systems.

BASIC's got larger and more sophisticated, but there were
still problems. Each version of the language was tailored
either to a particular computer and operating system or to a
particular microprocessor-BASIC's were written in machine
code (binary code using the instruction set specific to each
microprocessor-the 8080, 6800, or 6502). There was no
compatibility; BASIC for one computer would run only on
that computer and, even then, all of the elements of the rest
of the system had to be just right; a BASIC recorded on cas
sette using the Kansas City Standard could not be loaded
into a system that used the Tarbell Standard. BASIC was
evolving, but things were still a mess.

Even worse was the fact that what software (programs)
existed had been created using a specific version of BASIC.
A program, good or bad, could almost always be run on only
one type of computer.

Getting it together
Finally the day arrived when the all-in-one computer made

its debut. Among the first of those computers were the PET,
the early OSI computers, the Apple II, and the original Radio
Shack TRS-80.

Typically, those computers included a keyboard. cassette
interface, a built-in video display (in the case of the PEn or
output for a video monitor (which could also be used to
modulate an RF carrier and be fed to an ordinary TV receiver)
and-most significantly-BASIC in ROM.

That meant that you could go out and buy a computer.
connect it to a monitor or TV set, turn it on, and be ready to
program in BASIC right away. What a revolution!

Interestingly enough. many of the BASIC's in ROM came
from the same source-Microsoft, the company that had
created the original Altair BASIC. Sometimes the BASIC
was clearly identified as coming from Microsoft and some 
times, for one reason or another, its origin was obscured.

Of course, each version of the language would run only on
the computer it was designed for, due to specifications set
forth by the computer manufacturer, the microprocessor
(CPU) used, and the graphic and color capabilities of the
computer, if any. A program written in BASIC for one com
puter would not run on another, even though the language in
which it was written had originated from the same company.

To help cope with the proliferation of BASIC's, a book
called The BASIC Handbook was put together by David A.
Lien. It was (and still is) a cross-reference of BASIC state
ments and commands. The book allows you to "translate" a
program written in one version of BASIC into a different ver
sion and proved especially handy when a program listing was
published that you wanted to use but could not, directly, be
cause it was written for a computer other than your own.

Despite the many different variations of BASIC abounding.
the fact that Microsoft was responsible for many of them was
an important step toward standardization.

Floppy disks
What probably made "universal" software possible was

the floppy-disk drive. Originally developed by IBM in the
1960's, floppy-disk drives, while considerably more expen
sive than cassette recorders, quickly found favor among
serious small-computer users.

They offered speed (a program that might take several
minutes to load from cassette could be loaded in a couple of
seconds from disk) and convenience. Instead of trying to
locate a program manually on a cassette. or having to main
tain a vast library of cassettes, each holding one program, the
floppy disk. together with its DOS (Disk Operating System)
made it possible for the user to simply request a particular
program and, within seconds, the DOS would locate it on the
disk-wherever it might be stored-and load it into the
computer. Programming languages, too, could be stored on
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di sks.
Disks have other adva ntages, too. Almost any business

program requires that files consisting of names, addresses,
inventory items. accounting figures, etc.• be maintained and
upd ated . Trying to perform file maintenance using cassettes
was extremely time-consuming- and risky. Each time a file
was changed-even by only one item-it had to be completely
rewritten on cass ette. That was not only time-consuming.
but also potenti ally dangerou s, since if procedures were not
followed carefully, the old file-and sometimes the new
one-could be lost forever. File handling on disk was effort
less; simply load in the old file, modify it. and save it on the
disk under a slightly different name-perhaps keyed to the ,
date. Both files would be readily available should either of
them be needed.

Disks could hold a large amount of information-be it pro
gram, file, or language-that could be called up nearly in
stantaneously.

Enter CP/M
As with everything else in the early small-computer world,

each disk operating-system was incompatible with any of the
others . Then, in 1973, came a DOS that changed things
completely.

That operating system was CP/M (usually taken to stand
for " Control Program for Microcomputers" ), developed by
Gary Kildall, who formed a company called Digital Research.
CP/M was a disk-operating system that could be used on any
8080 or 2 80-based computer. It was designed so that it could
be modified (by anyone who could interpret the six manual s
that came with it) to use any computer ' s I/O (Input/Output)
scheme. It was the universal DOS! (It has proven so popular
that even computers that do not use CPU's belonging to the
8080/280 family-such as the Apple 1I, which uses a 6502
ca n now lise it after certain hardware modificat ions have
been made .)

With CP/M , and a "standard" BASIC, a program could be
written on one type of computer, and run with little or no
modific ation on any number of others. That was a giant step
toward mak ing good business software ava ilable to a large
number of users at a reasonable price.

A separate article in this section discusses CP/M, and a
de scription of its characteristics will be found there.

A standard BASIC
While Microsoft was developing BASIC' s to be implanted

in ROM for use in " plug-in-and-run" personal computers, it,
and other companies, were developing versions of BASIC
that were specifically designed to operate with CP/M. One of
tho se companies was Software Systems, which created
CBASIC (later revised to CBASIC 2, now itself known as
" CBASIC").

CBASIC, which can be run on any CP/M system, brought
to the world of small computers many of the featu res of
languages that ran on the larger compu ter s many businesses
wan ted to get away from. In fact , it was designed specifically
with business applications in mind.

Programmers who used to scream for microcomputer ver
sion of FORTRAN and COBOL-high-Ievel languages with
which the y were familiar- soon discovered that CBASIC
and its relatives could do the job for them . While microcom
puter versions of FORTRAN and COBOL are ava ilable.
they never attained the popularity that was expected of them.

One major adva ntage tht CBASIC has over the BASIC' s
that come with most personal computers is the fact that it is
compiled rat her than interpreted. and consequently runs
much more qu ickly.

By analogy, run ning an interpreted program is similar to
your hav ing to relearn the rules of multiplication from
scratch each time you have to multiply two numbers. A com
piled program , on the other hand , is like doing multiplication
the way you normally do after having learned the rules-you

ju st do it withou t thinking about it. As you can imagine. that
speeds things up con siderably.

A CBASIC program is written in two steps. The first is the
crea tion of the source program , which looks more or less like
any oth er BASIC program-with the excep tion that line
numbers do not have to be used unless they are necessary to
identify certain sections of the program.

The source program is then compiled-it's " boiled down"
to a series of machine-language instructions which become
known as the intermediate file. To prote ct their investment
of time and knowledge, programmers usually sell their pro
gram s in intermediate form; while it' s easy to understand
(and modify) a source program , an intermediate file can only
be run ... the computer can understand it, but the curious
human cannot.

The intermediate file is run with the aid of what's known as
a run-time program . Without that program it's useless.

Prog ramming in a compiled language is more difficult than
working with an interpreted one. If the program is compiled
and there is an error, correction is not simply a matter of
editing or rewriting the incorrect line(s). Instead. the original
source program must be edited, and then recompiled. Com
piled-language programming and debugging can be more
time-consuming than writing an interpreted-BASIC program;
but the speed and efficiency resulting from a compiled
language , such as CBASIC , more than makes up for that.
And , you, as the end user of a software package , benefit
without having to program at all.

Recently, a language called CB-80 was released. It is es
sentially compatible with CBAS IC, but offers certain ad
vantages to both the programmer and the end-user. (Note:
Both CBASIC and CB-SO are now supplied by Digital Research.)

Among its features is a linking capability that allows pro
grams to be written as a series of modules. Those modules
ca n be easily combined to form complex programs and , in
addition, allow infrequently used modules to remain on disk
until called for. which means that more computer memory
space is available for data.

It also can handle (like CBASIC ) extremel y large num
bers-up to 14significant digits-which makes it valuable for
accounting purposes.

A final look
A final (as of the time of writing) development is the arriva l

of program generators. They can generate BASIC programs
without your having to know anything about formal program
ming. One such program is " The Last One ," from D.J . .AI'
Systems. Ltd.

The program take s the shape of a flowchart: "First do this,
then do that. but if this results in something special, then
don 't do that , but do something else."

It allows you to create your own programs in the BASIC
you normally use on your system simply by responding to a
series of question s presented on your video terminal. A
" menu" of choices ; or opportunities for you to indicate your
own categories , title headings, and other items or operations
to be performed, lets you create your own program in BASIC
without even knowing how to program.

How that affects you
After you bought your computer, and decided to use it for

busine ss or serious at-home use, you almost certainly ran
into the problem of finding softwa re that would do what you
wan ted. In a few cases. if you were lucky, you found a pro
gram written specifically for your machine that served your
purposes; in most cases you probably did not.

However, with CP/M, and with BASIC' s far more highly
developed than the original from Dartm outh (and the trun
ca ted versio ns of that one for the first personal computers),
you now ca n choose from a wide variety of programs that
will run under a language you can load into your computer
and do precisely the job you want. R·E



Word Processing
Writing. and editing, can be a lot easier with one of these
word-processing programs. Some will even check your spelling!

HERB FRIEDMAN

A COMPUTE R DOES NOT REAL LY
know. nor does it care .
whether the signals racing
through its circuit s represent
calculations, data , graphics. or
word s. A computer will do
what it is instructed to do by
its programming. If the soft
ware tells it to allow the crea
tion of character strings-that
is. words-and how to
manipulate them for editing.
revision . organizat ion. and. fi
nally . printing. it will do just
that.

As a general rule of thumb.
if the computer is programmed
specifically to manipulate
words in any manner we say
the computer is functioning as
a " word proces sor. "

In actu al fact. while the term
"word processing" was origi
nally understood to mean the
preparation of documents. for
the modem personal computer
it has come to hve a more flexi
ble meaning. and the word
processing software available
for personal computers encompasses a wide range of applica
tions . About the only limitation to the features available in
word-processing software is price-the greater the number of
features. the more you will have to pay for your software.

Line-oriented editors
The simplest- and least expansive-form of word proces

sor is the so-called "line-oriented editor ," some version of
which is often supplied as part of the computer's operating
software, or in an editor/assembler package. In a line-oriented
editor. each line of text. data. etc . in the file is displayed along
with a line number. Modification of the "test" is done by
referring to the line number . To rearrange the text line-by
line the user actuall y operates on the line numbers. To add or
delete characters, strings. etc.. instructions are entered
referenced to specific line numbers.

It' s a cumbersome method that works with modest ef
ficiency when editing assembly-language programs. and can
be used-when nothing else is available-to edit text. Given
enough time. one can create. edit , and revise text with a line
editor. If the final. edited . version displayed on a CRT
terminal is fed to a printer, the output resembles the CRT
display-with or without the line reference-numbers. as
determined by the user. If a printing terminal is used for
editing . the printout will resemble the original input. less the
line numbers.

Full-screen editors
Editing files using a CRT

terminal is handled more
conveniently with something
called a "full-screen editor"
software that allows the user to
work directly on any portion of
the screen display. With a
screen editor it' s no longer
nece ssary to refer to a spe-
cific line number. The full
screen editor permits the user
to make modifications to the

~ text anywhere on the screen.
starting at the position of the
cur sor (the square or underline
on the display that indicates
that " you are here" ). The
cursor can be positioned any
where on the screen and the
user can insert single char
acters or strings-words. sent
ence s. phrases. and
paragraphs-at that point. He
can change data at the cursor
position or delete forward or
backward from the cursor
position by word. by line. to
the end of the text. and so on.

In the more advanced full-screen editors. the user has total
control over line and page movements , and in the " full
blown" screen editors such as VEDIT, the user can customize
the keyboard for specific single-key commands. For ex
ample. a Heathkit/Zenith H-/9 terminal can be customized
so that the blue key is BACK TAB. while the "F." and "F2"

keys can provide different indentations . Advanced screen
editors are almost a necessity when editing large data-files or
formatted data that extend s for hundreds of lines, or for the
structured programs of Pascal and FORTRAN. They can be
edited without a full-screen editor. but the process can seem
to take forever.

Both line and full-screen editors can be memory- or disk
oriented. A memory-oriented editor retains everything in
memory until the data is dumped deliberately to the storage
medium. When the memory is full the user must do that , or
lose whate ver is input after the memory is full. (The editor
will generally warn him when that situation is about to arise.)

Disk-oriented editors read and write a specific number of
lines of screen display, or the contents of a specific amount
of memory, to disk at a time. A disk-oriented system works a
little slower when macros (large quantities of data considered
as a whole, but made up of separate entities such as individual
lines) are being written continuously, and it can be slow
when you want to scroll back through previously written
macros, but it does permit continuous creation or editing of
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documents larger than the computer's memory can hold. The
producer of an editor generally specifies the minimum
amount of RAM required to use his software and approxi
mately how much data or text can be stored. He may_also
indicate how much memory will be used before a macro is
written to the disk.

Output formatting
A significant difference between software described as

"editors" and "word processors" is output formatting: how
the text, data, etc., appears in its final, printed, form. For
basic line-oriented editors, the printout is exactly the same as
for an ordinary file. If you want a space between lines you
must imbed a carriage return (CR) or linefeed (LF), or both,
within the file. If you want indentation you must imbed
indents within the lines. (But as stated earlier. that's slow.)

Full-screen editors often permit formatting of the screen
display, thereby allowing the software to step the cursor to
the proper position for data entry. An ordinary screen-editor,
however, has no provision for formatting the output to the
printer. Depending on the editor, the output of the printer
might be a straight line-by-line printout, or, possibly, con
tinuous copy with the end of each line wrapping around to
the next line. The printed output of a screen editor usually
bears no resemblance to what was created on the screen of
the CRT.

To permit formatting-that is, to specify the line and para
graph spacing, paragraph indenting, margin size, etc.-ofthe
printout of some of the less-expensive text and screen editors, .
a special utility program called a •'print formatter." or simply
a "formatter," is usually available.

If you are budget-minded, you need not spend funds for
printer software if it isn't required. The lack of print for
matting should never be assumed to imply inferior software
quality. Print formatting, which often includes a selection of
drivers for a variety of printers, is expensive-often repre
senting several hundred dollars of the price of good word
processing software-and if you don't need formatting there's
no reason why you should spend money for it. For example,
Wordmaster, a video text-editor, sells for about $99.00. It
has many of the capabilities of WordStar, which many con
sider to be the most powerful of the word processors; but
that program carries a price tag of $395.00. If you don't re
quire hard copy (a printout), but need screen formatting and
other word-processing features, Wordmaster may prove
more than adequate, and save you a considerable amount of
money.

Print formatting
The appearance of the final product is what word processing

is really all about. Preciselywhat a word processor is supposed
to do depends on who is describing it. The commercial, and
generally expensive, word processors of the 1970's from
companies such as IBM and Xerox were basically intended
for the preparation of letters and similar documents by
skilled typists. Many "processors" in the $8000 to $13,000
price range lacked a CRT; they weren't much more than elec
tronic typewriters with memory, and the typist composed di
rectly on a sheet of paper. (One could say he or she used a
"printing terminal. ") Now. just a couple of years into the
1980's, we find that the modem personal-computer can far
outperform the commercial word-processing machines of the
mid 1970's.

Word processors for personal computers
Personal-computer word processing got its start in 1977.

which Michael Shrayer introduced a program called The Elec
tric Pencil. Eventually there were over 40 different versions
of the program, configured for different video-display boards,
cassette interfaces, disk operating-systems, printers, etc.

Several versions were produced for Radio-Shack's TRS
80, and proved immensely popular. The original TRS-80 could

output both upper- and lower-case characters to a printer,
but its video display had only upper-case capability. How
ever, a simple modification that cost less than $10, and which
was described in The Electric Pencil's documentation, could
force the CRT to display both upper and lower case, and
provide a keyboard CONTROL key (required by the program).
Shrayer's program provided the software to display upper
and lower case with the proper shift sequence, and drivers
for both parallel and serial printers. The program even pro
vided for underscore (on printers that could backspace, such
as some Selectrics).

The cassette-based software provided just about all the
editing features common to commercial word-processors of
its day: insertion and deletion of characters, words or lines,
block-move, string search, search-and-replace, extensive
printer formatting-induding right-hand justification-and
tape storage. A disk version provided disk files and a disk
directory. The Electric Pencil was a software "heavyweight"
by the word-processing standards of its time. A program
similar to The Electric Pencil, Easy Writer, was created for
the Apple 11 computer, and has also been adapted to run on
IBM's Personal Computer.

Though the TRS-80 wasn't really intended for word pro
cessing-among other things it lacks an underscore-Radio
Shack wasn't going to let almost a quarter-million TRS-80
owners go somewhere else for software, so it introduced
SCRIPSIT, a $29.95 cassette-based word processor that
many consider one of the easiest, most convenient systems
to use.

DESIGNED FOR USE with Radio Shack's TRS·80 computer, SCRIPS" offers
the features of a word processor at a budget price.

SCRIPSIT differs from most other word-processing soft
ware in that it is organized for direct composition by an
author rather than for the preparation of documents. All
functions--create, edit. revise, insert, paragraph/phrase
move. word and block interchange. and others-are per
formed in one operating mode. When a document is saved on
disk or cassette the new or revised work-the last effort-is



WORD-PROCESSING PROGRAM SUPPLIERS

Word-processing programs are available from both equipment manufacturers and in
dependent software suppliers. To help you find the proper program for you, a few of
those independent suppliers are listed below.

ASTRO-STAR ENTERPRISES
5905 Stone Hill Drive
Rocklin, CA 95677

BILL'S MICRO SERVICES
210 S. Kenilworth
Oak Park, IL 60302

CHARLES MANN AND ASSOCIATES
7594 San Remo Trail
Yucca Valley, CA92284

COGNITIVE PRODUCTS
PO Box 2592
Chapel Hill , NC 27514

COMPCO
8705 North Port Washington Road
Milwaukee, WI 53217

COMPLETE BUSINESS SERVICES
90 West Center Street
Logan, UT 84321

COMPUSOCO
26251 Via Roble
PO Box 2325
Mission Viejo, CA92690

COMPUTER BUGS
PO Box 789
Boynton Beach, FL 33435

COMPUTERWARE
1512 Encinatas Blvd.
Box 668
Encinatas, CA 92024

COMPUVIEW PRODUCTS, INC.
618 Louise
Ann Arbor, MI 48103

CORNUCOPIA SOFTWARE
PO Box 5028
Walnut Creek, CA94596

CREATIVE SOFTWARE
PO Box 4030
Mountain View, CA94040

DATA STRATEGIES,INC.
PO Box 178446
San Diego, CA 92117

DUANE BRISTOW
Route 3
Albany, KY 42602

FMG CORPORATION
5280 Trail Lake Drive
Ft. Worth, TX 16020

HAYDEN BOOK COMPANY
50 Essex Street
Rochelle Park. NJ 07622

HEXAGON SYSTEMS
PO Box 397, Station A
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6C 2N2

INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE
APPLICATIONS

260 Sheridan Avenue, Suite 300
Palo Alto, CA94306

INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.
PO Box 771
State College, PA 16801

MARK OF THE UNICORN
PO Box 423
Arl ington , MA 02174

MICRO PRO
1299 4th Street, Suite 400
San Rafael, CA 94901

MIDWEST SCIENTIFIC
INSTRUMENTS, INC.

220 W. Cedar
Olathe , KS 66061

MONUMENT COMPUTER SERVICE
PO Box 603
Village Data Center
Joshua Tree, CA 92252

THE MUSE COMPANY
330 North Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21201

OMIKRON
1127 Hearst Street
Berkley, CA 94702

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE, INC.
1666 Crescent Road
Needham, MA 0194

SMALL BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
3220 Louisiana Street
Houston, TX 77006

SMALL SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
PO Box 366
Newbury Park, CA 91320

SOFTWARE WORKS
8369 Vickers
San Diego, CA 92111

THORPE DATA SYSTEMS INC.
22968 Victory Blvd.
Woodland Hills. CA91367

automatically saved under its original title . If, using the disk
version. the revised work is saved in place of the original. a
series of files representing earlier versions can be avoided.
and disk storage-space con served.

Commands for virtually any type of print fonnatting-on a
page basis-can be imbedded in the text. (It is difficult to
format on a line-by-line basis . as might be required for busi
ness applications.) Also. tabul ation. which might be required
for business documents is somewhat difficult. as there are few
" business document' format commands. (Note: The version
of SCRIPSIT for the TRS-80 Model II is a "standard" docu
ment-type sys tem suitable for business use. )

A word-processor modifier. Acorn Software Product s'
S UPERCRIPT restructures SCRIPSIT to add many featu res
that were originally left out. Those feature s included under
scoring. kerning (i.e. . slas hed zeroe s), subscripts and super
scripts on printers capable of printing them , and. perhaps
most important, drivers for virtually every possible printer.
including both types of Selectric mechanisms available for
pers onal computers.

A few other early attempts at word proce ssing for personal
computers were not as successful. or as easy to use. For
example, one word -processing system could feed upper- and
lower-case characters to the printer. but the CRT display
was upper-case only; a "special mark" was used to indicate
which character displayed on the CRT screen in upper case

would actually print as upper case.
Then again , there was, and still is. the problem of screen

size. Some CRT disp lays are only 40 or so characters wide.
Few document lines are that short . so some form of
" window" devic e has to be provided so the user can move
otT-screen to the right. It ' s a sort of a horizontal version of
the vertical scroll.

The popul arit y of The Electric Pencil and SCRIPS1T was
ju st the starting point for small-computer word proces sors.
and over the next few years, word-processing software was
introduced that rivals or excels what' s available for mini and
large computers. A number of computer manufacturers intro
duced their own word processors. such as WordPro from
Commodore International , for use on their PET and CBM
machines. and AutoScribe IIfor the Heath/Zenith H89.

Many " full-blown," multi-feature , word processors are
available for computers that use the CP/M disk operating
sys tem. and are also specifically structured for other com
puters. By "full-blown" we mean word-processing software
that goes beyond the mere preparation of letter-type docu
ments and provides a means to do more than revise thought s,
correct errors . or format for justified printing with its flush
left and right margins. or centered headings.

For example . Magic Wand , which sells for a bit under
$300. provides " spoo ling." which makes it possible to print
one document while working on another. It also features
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HIS H ETR GINVITES YOU TO EXPLORE MICROCOMPUTERS,
DGlTAL SYSTEMS AND MORE, WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART EOUIPMENT
YOU ASSE LE AND KEEl!
Without question, microcomputers are the
state of the art in electronics. And NT-S is the
only home study school that enables you to
train for th is booming f ield by working with
your own production-model microcomputer.

We'l l explain the princip les of trouble
shooting and testing your microcomputer and,
best of all, we'll show you how to
program it to do what you want.

You'll use a digital multimeter, a
digita l logic probe and other
sophisticated testing
gear to learn how to
localize problems
and solve
them.

We
believe
that training
on production
model equipment,
rather than home-made learning devices,
makes home study more exciting and rele
vant. That's why you 'll find such gear in most
of NTS's electronics programs.

For instance, to learn Color TV Servicing
you'll build and keep the 25-inch (diagona l)
NTS/HEATH digital color TV.

In Communications Electronics you 'll be
able to assemble and keep your own
NTS/HEATH 2-meter FM transceiver, plus test
equipment.

But no matter which program you choose ,
NTS's Project Method of instruction helps you
quickly to acquire practical know-how.

Send for the full color catalog in the elec
tronics area of your choice-discover all the
adva ntages of home study with NTS!

NTS also offers courses in Auto Mechan ics,
Air Conditioning and Home Appliances. Check
card for more informat ion.

1.



o Check if interested in G.!. information.
o Check if interested ONLY in classroom training in Los Angeles.

Zip _

4.Simulated TV Recept ion

II 3.

Apt. City _

State
••••._-._-._--.._-----.._--. __..-._._--._~

DiSNATIONALTECHNICAL
SCHOOLS

Name ------ --- Age _

Address _

T E C H N ICAL·TRA D E TRAINING SINCE 1905
R e s id e n t and Home-St udY Schools

4000 SO. FIGUEROA ST.. lOS ANGElES. CA. 90037 •

r---------------···.···----NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS i ~
4000 South Figueroa Street. ~o
Los Ange les. Cahtorrua 90037 Dept. 206-042 - _ ....iilr:loL~

Please rush FREE color catalog on course checked below

o MicroComputers/MicroPro cessors 0 Auto Mechanics
o Communications Electronics 0 Air Conditioning
o Dig ital Electronics 0 Home App liances
o Industrial Technology 0 Color TV Servicing

1. The NTS/Rockwell AIM 65
Microcomputer A single board unit

with on-board 20 column alphanumeri c
printer and 20 character display. A 6502-based

unit 4K RAM, expandable. 2 . The NTS/KIM-1
Microcomputer A single board unit with 6 dig it

LED display and on-board 24 key hexadecimal
calculator-type keyboard. A 6502 based

microcomputer with lK RAM, expandable.
3. The NTS/HEATH H-89 Microcomputer

features f loppy disk storage, "smart"
video terminal , two Z80 micro
processors, 16K RAM memory, expand
able to 48K . 4. The NTS/HEATH GR
2001 Digital Color TV (25 " diagonal)
features special ized AGC-SYNC mut ing,
fi ltered color and new solid-state high
voltage tr ipler rect ifi er.
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automati c hyph enat ion. will automatica lly stop pnntmg at
pres elect ed points so the user can insert text (a name. for ex
ample) direct ly from the keyboard . can integrate data files
into a document in the correct order. will search and replace .
either s trings or data. and can be print-formatted on a line
by-line basi s.

A useful vextra" is a user-written "HELP" sys tem. where
by a table of salutatio ns . or introductions for specific titles or
po sitions. etc " is available through a HELP CRT screen-menu
se lectio n.

For a few dollars more . there is the prev ious ly mentioned
WordS tar. which provides add itional business-oriented fea
tures that include decimal tabulation . whereby the decimal
po int s in a co lumn of numbers will be aligned automatically .

Most full-blown word processors also permit formatti ng of
the CRT screen so that what you see will exactly match the
printed output. (With less-sophisticated software. the screen
often displays the text in line-by-line order along with the
print-format instructions. Exactly how the final copy will
look isn 't known until its printed .)

One of the problems with full-blown word processors is
the y have so man y features. requiring so many control keys.
that it' s often necessary to make frequent refe rence to the
instruct ion manual. or to an instruction-summar y card . to
ta ke advantage of tho se features that are used infrequently .

Some systems pro vide the user with sma ll tab s labelled
with co ntrol functions to be attached to the terminal' s key
caps. (Rad io Shack initially provided a set of 15 wit h their
budget-priced S CR IPS IT. ) Omega 's full-blown VTS/ 80 word
processing syste m is about the ult imate in convenience. be
cau se it pro vides a complete set of replacement keycaps-
one for almost e very character key on the terminal!'

Dictionaries
One of the most useful add-on programs for a word pro

cessor is a piece of software called an "electronic diction ary ."
a lso known as an "electro nic spelling-checker ." There are
presently seve ral electronic dictionarie s available for per 
so na l computers . among them : Hexspell, Spellguard, and
Microproof.

An electronic dictionary contains a nywhere from about
20 .000 to o ver 50,000 words. the entire collection being
known as the "dictionary" (or " library"). It runs as an ex
ecutive (control program) for your document and checks
each work in the document aga inst the words stored in it.
Each time it locates a word for which it can find no match. it
displ ays the word on the CRT screen-alone or in context
with a phrase of the te xt. depending on the program .

The user decides whether the "unknown" word is spelled
correctly or incorrectly . If the spelling is correct. he can tell
the dictionary to " SKIP" (proceed with the check). or "ADD" the
word to the dictionary list. If the word is spelled incorrectly.

TRS-80™ DISCOUNT
PERSONAL COMPUTERS

WE CARRY THE FULL
LINE OF iRS-80's

MODEL II

26·4002 64K I Dr ive $3279
Ask About Hard Dri ves

MODEL III

26-1062 16K $819
26-1066 48K w ith
2 Dr ives, RS232 $2049

TM • TANDY CORPORATION

FREE COPY OF WARRAN TY UPON REQ UEST

the user can enter the correct spelling and request a
"REPLACEM ENT" in the original document. If the replace
ment. or correct spelling , is still unknown to the dictionary.
the user has the option of adding that word to its list. In that
way the user bui lds his dictionary to corres pond to his par 
ticular vocabulary.

For example. the version of Hexspell that was used to
proofread thi s article contain s a specific computer and co m
munications vocabulary that was built up by the author each
time a n " unknown" wo rd was entered. using a LEA RN co m
mand. Another author-constructed ver sion of Hexspell has a
vocabulary tai lored for electronic con struction-projects.
Once vo u have the basic dictionarv vou ca n build anv number
of spec ial vers ions . . . .

There are two ways in which an electron ic dictionary can
process a document. usu ally determined by the number of
disk drives av ailable. For softwa re that requires onl y one
disk drive . the user' s doc ument is checked rapidl y aga inst
the dictionary and a listing of the "unknown" word s is pro 
vided . or a character in each "unknown" word is changed to
so me symbol such as the "#" or the " @" . Regardless of
how the "unknown" word is indicated. the user must go
back and correct the original document through the word 
processing software .

An electronic dictionary for use with two disk drives run s
the dictionary in the first drive and a copy of the original
document in the seco nd drive. (To avoid accidental loss of a
document. the disk on the second drive must have enough
free space for an "edited version" of the document. ) The
dictionary softwa re causes the document to scroll at a fast
reading pace on the screen: as it sc rolls. an edited ver sion of
the document is recorded on the second drive. When the
softwa re locates an "unknown" word it will stop and allow
the user to make a correction by substituting the co rrectly
spelled word in the edited version. and/or add the word to
the dictionary. or skip ahead . At the compl etion of the
process . the ed ited ver sion of the document cont ains all the
corrections. and is automatically recorded in place of the
original one . providing two fully corrected document files on
the d isk (one serves as a backuni .

The two-drive dictionary is much slowe r than the single
drive on e. becau se of the continuous writing to the edited
document file. However, the user end s up with a fully
corrected document. With single drive he gets a list of " un
known " words faster- sometimes in less than a minute-but
mu st then go back and correct the original document. so the
tot al time involved is about the sa me. As a genera l rule more
con veni ent.

Amon g the most popular uses for a personal co mputer is a
wo rd proc essor. Onc e yo u've had a taste of how easy it is to
wo rk with a wo rd processor. vou will find it' s ext remelv
difficult to go bac k to yo ur typewriter. R-E

BUY DIRECT
AT WHOLESALE PRICES

1-800-841-0860
COLOR COMPUTER
26-3001 4K $309
26-3002 16K Ext . Basic. $455
26-3003 32K Ext. Basic. $569
26-3022 Colo r Drive # 1 $498

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
MICRO MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS. INC.
DEPT No.1 5

Downtown Pla za Sho ppi ng Center

'l l SC Second Av e . S.W . • Co iro , G eo rgia 31728

912·377 ·7120 Ga . Phon e No .

90 CIRCLE 35 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD



Data Base
Management
Store and retrieve data efficiently
with a database management-system.

HERB FRIEDMAN

A DATABASE IS AN ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM . TO BE MORE
precise. it is an electronic representation of a filing system
such as you might find in any home or business . A database
ca n represent not hing more than the electro nic equiva lent of
ordinary 3 x 5 index cards. or it might contain every bit of
information concerning a bus iness or organizat ion. and have
the power to calculate "unknowns" from the data tore d in
the files . A database can handle all details of a business in
ventory. such as the accounting, the billing: it can eve n pre
pare reports. summarie . estimates, and the like. from the
information in the files. It can store newspaper articles.
magazines and books, games. even digitized pictures (photo
gra phs). In act ual fact. a database is whateve r the last pro
grammer to wri te one says it is.

No matter how litt le or how much information the data
base might contain. with very few exceptions the inherent
"filing" or "storage" system starts out with a base system
that approximates the ordinary file cabinet.

Imagine. if you will. the common office 4-dmwer file

cabi net. The cabinet itself is analogous to the personal com
puter. What' s inside the cabinet is the database. Now there
might be nothing more inside the cabi net than a pack of 3 x 5
file cards. each card representing the title of an LP album you
have recorded on cassette tape for your permanent music
library. The primary entry on the card is the album's title : if
there is more than one work on the record. you will have a
list of the individual songs. arias . orc hestral select ions. etc..
the ca ta log number you assigned. and possib ly the name of
the composer of the album or of each selection. To see what
performances were on a particular tape you would flip through
the cards unti l you came to the desired title . and then you'd
read any individual entries .

If you did the same thing with a computer you would be
crea ting what we call a database . You could very eas ily write
a BASIC program that wou ld perm it you to store each album
title . a list of the select ions on eac h album. and its catalog
number. Each entry. consisting of album title. selectio ns.
and catalog number. is called a record in our database. Each
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record serves as an electronic file card that functions exactly
the same as the 3 x 5 card file did. You would enter the
album's title into the computer and the screen would display
a list of the selection and the catalog number.

While irs clever and entertaining to have a computerized
tape library, the question is why? If the database serves only
as a substitute for a file card why use a computer? It's actually
easier and faster to use a stack of 3 x 5 file cards, and they
are certainly a lot less expensive than a computer. The truth
is, if you can do something expeditiously with file cards, then
there's no need to computerize it.

But let's expand the way we catalog the music library.
With both the hardcopy and electronic file records organized
by album title, it 's inconvenient to locate a specific album if
you know only the name of a selection, so the 3 x 5 card file
requires some form of cross-indexing; most likely a separate
3 x 5 card for every selection, showing the album title along
with the catalog number you assigned to the tape. That
results in a separate 3 x 5 card for each and every selection.
as well as for each album title. If you included the com
poser's name in your card-file system you'd be adding many
additional file cards because each composer would require an
individual file card listing only his or her works. Cross
indexing produces a lot of paper, and a lot of search-and-find
by the user, as is well illustrated by the catalog system of any
book library.

It is when we step into cross-indexing that the justification
for an electronic database can be understood. Just to main
tain a list of the individual albums or tapes in your collection
we have created electronic records which are the equivalent
of individual file cards. Now the very same program can, in
the blink of an eye, search the individual data records for a
specific song, catalog number, or whatever. No extra files
are needed : the original computer data record for each album
contains all the needed data. Rather than expand the total
number of individual data records, we simply tell the com
puter what additional searches we would like to have. For
example, instead of having the computer search out one
se lection, we might have the program search for all the
a lbums that contained one or more items by a specific com
poser, or albums with songs having common words in their
titles .

While all that might sound complicated, it's really quite
simple to do electronically. Each entry in our database record
is called a field. The album title is a field, each separate title
is a field, and our catalog number is a field. The computer
simply searches all the fields for the specific data.

As far as the computer is concerned, it does not care
whether the data record contains information on cassette
tape, and whether irs music or anything else . Enter in the
data in the right order and the same program becomes a data
base for whatever you want. Because that type of database is
both useful and relatively easy to write in BASIC, it quickly
became one of the most popular database for personal com
puters in the form of a checkfile-a database that keeps track
of your checks for budget analysis or income tax purposes .
The user simply enters a list of checks for each month and
assigns a category: such as charity, interest, fuel, medical. or
whatever. At tax time a touch of a button can retrieve a list of
all checks for a specific category, generally in the order they
were entered.

If the program has some form of SORT facility-a way to
sort in a lphabetica l or numerical order-each list could be
displayed in alphabetical order, or check-number sequence,
or whatever order is required. In searching for a specific
check, things like misspelled names aren't really a problem,
because there 's usually not that much data involved. Cer
tainly for the average user all checks in a specific category
could be scanned on a CRT screen without much extra
effort.

But what happens when there is seemingly endless records
of data, with much new data being added almost daily? As

you probably have surmised, in our music library and per
sonal checkfile database we have created an electronic data
base very similar to the card-file system in a book library,
only a library has thou sands and thousands of individual data
entries on individual file card s in its card catalog. It's often
difficult enough to locate a book when you' re certain of the
precise spelling of its title or author, but what do you do
when you're not quite certain of the exact title. or the
spelling of an author' s name ?

A simple database for a personal computer is usually un
forgiving; it must have the precise string of character includ
ing spaces, or it returns a FILE .NOT FOUND display on the
screen. If your database is small enough you can display, as
we've stated. all the seemingly pertinent or common data,
but one could literally drown under the " common" data of a
book library. To see how we handle that situation-because
irs a key to the enhanced database-s-lets go back to our
sample tape-library database and make some modifications
to the software that expands it search and find feature.

One of the things we can do is program the software to
search by three or four characters. For example. assume our
software searches in a "Song Title" mode for a four-char
acter tring anywhere in a field. If we entered "Hell" the
computer would locate the records for the songs "Hellfires",
"Hello Sunshine", "Hello Happiness", and myriads of
other songs starting with "Hello," because it' s not that rare a
word in songs. So we modify the software one more time to
recognize another short string in an y other string that's
separated from the first by at least one space. We'll have the
software search for three characters in the second string. We
instruct the computer to search for the key "HELL SUN".
In moments the computer puts the two key words together,
finds the correct file, and displays on the screen:

HELLO SUNSHINE TAPE # 135 SONGS OF THE 60's.

Alternately, our program in an .. Album Title " mode would
accept the key "SON OF " (note the space after " of ' be
cau e we need three characters-- and a space is a character),
and display:

SONGS OF THE 60's TAPE # 135.

As you can see. we can search on virtually any type of
key . The partial string system we've illustrated is very
sophisticated and is used by librarie s and complex databases.
but it is coming into common personal computer use as the
programmers get more adept. A more common personal 
computer key system works on complete fields, with every
thing spelled exactly as aved by the database .

Storage schemes
For personal-computer databases there are two types of

storage schemes: in-memory. and everything else, which
usually means a high speed retrieval device such as disk. In
memory schemes are almos t always used for cassette-storage
systems, and a few somewhat unsophisticated disk-based
databases. In the in-memory database, all the operating soft
ware (program) and all the data are tran sferred from the tape
directly into the computer' s RAM memory. All operations
are performed directly on the data in memory-updating,
modifications, etC.-and the new database is then stored
back to the tape. If it is recorded on a blank section of tape
the user has tape ver sion s of the old and new data . If the data
exceeds the memory capacit y of the tape, it must be broken
into se parate recordings .

Since in the most elementary in-memory data syst ems, op
erations are performed directly in the RAM memory . any
changes made are permanent in the sense they erase
previously entered data. If you goof. the data is gone and
must be reloaded from the tape . In the more advanced in
memory programs, a block of RAM memory is reserved as a



DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Database management systems are available from a number of independent software
suppliers. Some of those suppliers are listed below.

APPLE ORCHARD
131 Highland Avenue
Vacaville, CA 95688

ASHTON-TATE
3600 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1510
Los Angeles, CA 90010

BLUE LAKES COMPUTING
3240 University Avenue
Madison, WI 53705

CONDOR
PO Box 8310
Ann Arbor, MI 48104

DANA INDUSTRIES
2612 Croddy Way
Santa Ana, CA 92704

HAYDEN BOOK COMPANY
50 Essex Street
Rochelle Park, NJ 07662

HIGH TECHNOLOGY
PO Box 14665
Oklahoma City, OK 73113

INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE
9805 Holly
Kansas City, MO 64114

JINI MICRO-SYSTEMS, INC.
PO Box 274
Kingsbridge Station
Riverdale, NY 10463

LJK ENTERPRISES INC.
PO Box 10827
St. Louis, MO 63129

MICRO ARCHITECT
96 Dothan Street
Arlington, MA 02174

MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS, INC.
Box 248
Lafayette, IN 47902

MICRO DECISIONWARE
4890 Riverbend Road
Boulder, CO 80301

MICRO LAB
811 Stonegate
Highland Park, IL 60035

MICROPRO INTERNATIONAL
CORPORATION

1299 4th Street
San Rafael, CA 94901

THE MUSE COMPANY
330 N. Charles Street
Balt imore, MD 21201

PACIFIC SOFTWARE
2608 Eighth Street
Berkeley, CA 94701

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
1330 Bordeaux Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
INTERNATIONAL

5482 Complex Street, Suite 115
San Diego, CA 92123

SYSTEMS PLUS
3975 East Bayshore
Palo Alto, CA 94303

THE BOTTOM SHELF
PO Box 49104
Altanta, GA 30359

UNITED SOFTWARE OF AMERICA
750 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017

temporary buffer. Data is first stored in the buffer where they
can be manipulated, modified, or even erased. When the user
is satisfied with the data, a PUT command (or its equivalent)
transfers the data from the buffer to the memory, where it
adds to, or replaces the original data. A SAVE command
transfers the data from the memory to the cassette tape.

Note that just to change one single datum entry the entire
database, or at least one complete tape file. must be moved
into RAM memory.

Depending on the particular software , a disk-based data
base can be in-memory or random access. Generally, simpli
fied disk database software will be in-memory, and simply
use the disk as a more convenient and faster storage medium.
A more sophisticated disk database can open a specific disk
file and search for the data , moving an image of only that
data into memory. Alternately, it can permit updating or
modification directly to the disk data. Also, a disk-based
database can reference selective data entries from several
disk files; the software can search on one or more keys
across multiple files and then restructure the data for a
presentation on the CRT or as hardcopy in a specific format.
In essence, disk files expand the simple index-card database
into a complex filing system , because each disk file can rep
resent a file folder that can be accessed independently or as a
group. so that the data in several folders can be studied, or
integrated into a single document.

Using a database
Let's look at a filing system database as it might apply to

records for your home. If you had the hardcopy record s
stored in a file cabinet they would be located under the letter
" H" in a folder labelled "HOME" , which is a good choice
for the name of ·the computer file consisting of the home
records. Within this folder would be other folders, perhaps
labelled: Mortgage Payments, Taxes. Assessments. Fuel .
Utilities, Repairs, Gardening Supplies. All of those individual

folders would be converted to data records for the computer
database. Depending on the particular software, the database
might be entered exactly as you would manually search
through the file cabinet. For example. the data might be
stored on a disc with several other databases. To access the
house records you would call up the file HOME, which might
produce a menu on the screen listing all the available records
(file folders). It might appear on your screen this way:

HOME-Make Selection
1-MORTGAGE PAYMENTS
2-TAXES
3-ASSESSMENTS
4-FUEL
5-UTILITIES
6-REPAIRS
7-GARDENING SUPPLIES.

Entering the appropriate number would call up the asso
ciated record. Let' s assume we wanted to check the fuel bill
for last December. We would enter a "4". Next, we enter
DECEMBER, and the screen would display the entire fuel
record for the previous December. Similarly. we might enter
all the winter months to get a visual picture of fuel consump
tion for the entire winter.

For a picture of how property taxes were increasing we
would enter a "2" and then key on. say. the past five years,
1977 through 1982. and the screen would display the entire
tax record for that period. If we had to prove we paid the
property tax. in order to resolve a dispute with the tax
district. we could key on the specific quarter for a given year
and the screen would display the necessary information. in
cluding the number of the check used to pay each part icular
tax bill.

If we had really extensive files-say we owned the property
for more than 30 years-we might break up each record into
mini-records. For example, entering a "2" would put us into
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The original form-letter text might
have appeared this way:

Jones of Anyplace , U.S.A., that you
and your children Robert and Jane
have won a free trip on the first
public space shuttle tr ip to Astro
Station Number 12.

When the database information-pro
cessing software runs the letter text, it
searches the data record for a surname
to plug in at >N, a town for >T, a
state for> S, a boy 's name(s) for> B
and a girls name(s) for> G. Each time
it prints a letter, it searches for the
appropriate information from each data
record . On a previous preparation sort ,
only the records that indicated married
couples with children might have been
selected for proces sing.

The same type of information pro
cessor works with the enhanced data
bases, only instead of preparing just
mailing labels or form letters it can be
used to create estimates, reports, sum
maries , and the like. The information
processing software might take daily
total s (of anything) and prepare weekly
~r mo~thly summarie s, even projec
tions if accessed to some form of
spread-sheet program . As a general
rule , the more sophisticated the data
base the greater the number of enhance
ments that permit the data to be
crun~hed into report s, projection s, and
the like; even as a modifications for
data in other records.

We're happy to inform you and Mrs.
> N of > T, > S, that you and your
children > 8 and > G have won a
free trip on the first public space
shuttle trip to Astro Station Number
12.

Dear Mr. N:

Dial-up databases
While personal -computer databases

concern themselves primarily with
cataloging, business data , and mailing
lists , at present, there are many dif
ferent types of databases available to
users of personal computers through
the time-sharing services such as
MicroNet. Compuserve and The Source.

Just to mention a few typical ex
amples . there are the DOW Jones
Stock and financial report s. feature
art icles from the Ne ll' York Times
(among other newspapers). even fea
ture stories from the news services
and .. .well. just about anything that
someone would want to read about.
and would pay a reasonable price to
use ... can and will be put into a general
access database. The important thing to
bear in mind is: If it's in a general
access database. it can probably be
downl oaded into your personal com
puter for use at your convenience. R-E

Dear Mr. Jones:

We're happy to inform you and Mrs.

TAX RECORDS FOR:
A-1951 TO 1960
8-1961 TO 1970
C-1971 TO 1980
0-1981 TO PRESENT

Obviously, you can see that the con
cept of multiple , imbedded files can be
applied to any complex file structure.
The same idea applied to business
records would give us a database that
contained virtually all business records.
If sufficiently large, if might easily con
tain individual records and systems for
accounts payable and receivables, gen
eralledger, journal, payrolls, including
automatic calcu lations and tax sched
ules , inventory for all departments ,
job-cost analysis , and the utilities for
maintenance and updating of the in
dividual files.

As a general rule , when we get into
the area of commercial-type files, the
software usually contains word- or in
formation-processing software so that
printed reports, documents, and pro
jections can be made from the data
within the files. For example, with in
formation-processing software, the
same database will generate printed
billing and monthly reports. It can
print automatically sales projections
based on last week, last month , last
year, or last decade. It can print pay
roll checks, W2's, and charts of ac
counts. Exactly how the data informa
tion is used and presented in a printout
is determined by the capabilities of the
inherent word or information-process
ing software. In fact , major difference s
in business-database software is often
the information-processing and in

formation handling rout ines.
The common mailing list can be used

as a simplified example of what is
meant by information processing of a
database. The usual mailing list will
keep a list of clients , customers, or
whate ver . It provides for maintenance
and updating of the list, and sorting on
any key: names in alphabetical order,
addresses by zip code or street num
ber, even by the number of persons
living at an address if that information
is included in the data record. The
norm al hardcopy software for per
sonal-computer mailing lists will pro
vide a printout of the list on a sheet of
paper or on standard pre-pasted mail
ing labels.

If the very same datab ase also con
tains an information proce ssor, it will
merge in the names and addresses into
prepared text or documents. That is
how computers produce personalized
form letters such as:

the TAX records file which would pro
duce its own menu. which might read:

Ma il to: re
dilithium Press, P.O. Box 606 , Beaverton , OR 97075

$16.95

~r~.!I! ~!l!.t!?-i_U_~ l'!~S~
Yes, please send me the bookjs] I have in
dicated. I understand that if I am not satis
fied I may return for fu ll refund.

o Computers for Everybody $5.95

o Small Computer s for the Small
Business ma n $16.95

I enclose $ plus $1 to cover
postage and handling.

o Pleas e send me yo ur free catalog.
NAME _

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE , ZIP ,

Electronic Specialists. Inc.
171 South Main Street. Netic«. MA 01760

Technical & Non·BOO· 1·617·655·1532

WARNING!
Electric Power
Pollution,
Spikes,
Interference
& Lightning
HAZARDOUS to
HIGH TECH EQUIPMENT!!

MicroComputers, VTR, Hi-Fi, Lasers,
Spectrometers are often damaged or dis
rupted due to Power Pollution.

High Tech components may interact!

Our patented ISOLATORS eliminate
equipment interaction, curb damaging
Power Line Spikes,Tame Lightning bursts
& clean up interference.

Isolated 3-prong sockets; integral Spike!
Lightning Suppressor. 125V, 15A, 1875W
Total, 1 KW per socket.

IS0-1 ISOLATOR. 3 Isolated Sockets;
Quality Spike Suppression; Basic
Protect ion $69.95

IS0-3 SUPER·ISOLATOR. 3 DUAL Iso
lated Sockets; Suppressor; Com-
mercial Protection $104.95

IS0-17MAGNUM ISOLATOR. 4 QUAD
Isolated Skts; Suppressor; Labora
tory Grade Protection . ... $181 .95

Master-Charge, Visa , American Express

TOLL FREEORDER DESK 1-800-225-4876
(except AK, HI, MA, PR & Canada)

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED'
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HERB FRIEDMAN

Utilities

00 you want to renumber the
lines in your BASIC program or

recover " lost" data from a crashed
disk? Those are just two of the things you

can do using utility software.

ALTHOUGH THERE ARE MANY PIECES OF SOfTWARE FOR PER
sonal computers that are described as being "utilities," there
is no hard and fast rule as to what that means. Until recent
times, it was more or less accepted that a utility was software
that did not usually "stand-alone;" that its purpose was to
support other software. Or, a utility was software that mod
ified the monitor or operating system of a computer to provide
a function or capability not originallypresent in that computer.

Today,just about any software that isn' t a "language" oran
interactive program might be called a utility; and the modem
definition of a utility intended for use with a personal compu
ter cou ld be ., ... software that provides a computer or software
function not origina lly intended, supplied, or supported by the
manufacturer of the computer or its software. "

As a general rule, utility software is loaded into the com
puter 's memory and remains there in a protected area, acting
as a "modifier" for the primary software or computer func
tions . In some instances the utility software "enhances" and
becomes part of the primary software and is then no longer
needed.

One of the earliest utilities for personal computers il
lustrates the "modifier" and "enhancer" modes .

Ear ly personal computers--and even present day budget
priced or basic computer systems--were supplied with a
BASIC in ROMas firmware, or one that was loaded into RAM
from a cassette tape. When the user completed writing a
BASIC program, the line numbering, which probably started
ou t in neat steps of 10, might have become somewhat mud
died. Depending on how much coding was squeezed in during
debugging, a program might have wound up with numbering
as shown in Tab le I.

While that program will run, we have come to expect
BASIC programs to have " professional-appearing" line num
bering in constant increments (usually multiples of 10). There-

fore, one of the earliest popular utilities was "renumbering"
software for BASIC programs.

As a "modifier," the renumbering software is loaded into
the computer first, followed by the BASIC program. (As far as
the computer is concerned, the active software is the " re
number" program. The BASIC program is accepted as a text
or data file to be processed by the renumberer.) The renum
berer analyzes the BASIC program for GOTO and GOSUB
statements and then renumbers the BASIC program without
losing the proper GOTO/GOSUB struc ture .

As an "enhancer." the renumberi ng software is appended
to the end of the BASIC program and becomes part of the
BASIC program . It might either remain as part of the program
(a poor way to program), or it might serve to renumber the
program the first time it is run. The user then saves the new
renumbered version and deletes the appended utility from the
BASIC program.

When a utility is used to modify existing software, so that
the new version can be run independently of the utility (as in
the case of the BASIC program we've just discussed), the new
software is said to be "enhanced."

As a general rule, enhancement is used to add features or
commands to a language-such as LEVEL III BASIC, an
enhancer for Radio Shack's Level II BASIC; or it is used to
modify word-processing software. like the special utilities
that can be added to Radio Shack's SCRIPS IT to permit the
use of specialty printers that can subscript, superscript, and
backspace.

Another early utility-something more popular now than
ever-is some form of "terminal" software that converts a
personal computer into a communications terminal that can
"talk" or "communicate" with large time-sharing computers
and data bases such as Tire Source, Microblet , company
owned mainframes, and computer bulletin-boards . More im-
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portant there is an ever increasing need for personal com
puters to be able to communicate (swap data and programs)
with other personal computers .

While all one needs in order to communicate with remote
computers and data bases is a connection to the telephone line
(through a modem) and a device capab le of transmitting and
receiving ASCII code-called a "dumb" terminal-the fact of
the matter is that a personal computer isn't "dumb" enough to
function directly as a terminal. Even ifconnected to a modem,
and then into the telephone line, no persona l computer cur
rently available can function directly as a terminal.

However, if the computer has some form of RS-232 I/O
port, an inexpensive utility willallow the computer to function
as a terminal. There are several "terminal" utilities available
for all popular models of personal computers. More important,
with a utility that converts the computer into a "smart" termi
nal, the user can download or upload programs and data to or
from other personal compu ters equipped to do so, as well as
communicate with time-sharing systems. In fact, there are
utilities-again available for most popular computers-that
allow a personal computer to serve as a host computer, a
"host" computer being one that is accessed by terminals and
by other computers functioni ng as terminals.

Dumb, smart and genius
Before going any furt her, let' s find out how a personal

computer utility creates dumb and smart terminals, and host
computers.

A "dumb" termina l is comparable to a simple teletype
writer, in that it can only send and receive characters. It must
be connected.to a host computer (one that accepts I/O from
"remote" terminals), operates in real time (it transmits ASCII
code the instant a key is depressed), and displays characters
on a CRT or printer upon receiving an ASCII transmission
from the computer. Even if a computer is equipped with 48K
or 64K of RAM, and as many disk drives as it can support, if
the utility only permits the computer to function as a "dumb"
terminal; all it can do is transmit and receive in real time to or
from another computer.

A "smart" terminal utility is completely different because,
while it turns a computer into a terminal, it also allows the
computer's RAM and storage system to be used on demand by
the user or by the host computer.

Programs and data stored on disk or tape-or in memory
can be exchanged between the personal computer and the
host computer, or between the personal computer and
another smart terminal. An enhanced smart-terminal utility
such as OMN/TERM can convert binary data for transmission
as ASCII code, receive or transmit directly in binary , and
even convert from one format to another-like receiving
IBM's EBCDIC code and storing it as ASCII and vice versa.
One commo n use of a smart-terminal utility is to swap pro
grams directly between different computers-like from a
Heathkit to a Radio Shack-by having the utility convert the
output signals to ASCII.

When we say that a perso nal computer can function as a
"host," we mean that it will function as a full-blowncomputer
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TABLE 1

10 PRINT
131NPUT " TYPE YOUR NAME : ". N$
15GOSUB35
18 PRINT
20 PRINT " YOU HAVE PRINTED YOUR NAME"
30 PRINT "TEN TIMES. TRY PRINTING"
33 PRINT "USING LOWER CASE."
34 END
35 FOR 1=1 to 10
36 PRINTN$
38 NEXT I
39 RETURN

for a remote smart or dumb terminal. The best way to il
lustrate that function is with a practical example. Imagine, if
you will. that you are an electrical contractor. and your per
sonal computer's active data-storage contains all the formu
las. order information, and other data you need for calculating
a sound-reinforcement system. The computer is connected
through an auto-answer modem to a telephone line. You're
out in the field calculating a job and your client wants his
information now! You connect a portable terminal to a con
venient telephone, dial your office, and when the auto-answer
modem connects the computer to the phone line you can
operate the computer from your portable terminal just as if it
were there in the room with you. Your personal computer is
serving as a host computer for your portable terminal. Simi
larly, another personal computer functioning as a smart or
dumb terminal could access your host computer through the
modem connection. (To protect your system or its database ,
from "unauthorized" use, you could provide for password
protection at different levels.)

An unusual utility package is something called Micro
Courier for Apple computers. Essentially, it's a package of
utilities that permits the Apple II computer to function as a
"communications center" for access to Western Union,
TWX, Telex, internatio nal cable-services, and other com
puters. It contains its own data base, allows pre-writing of
messages, will receive remotely under control from the "other
end," and it can receive and transmit under the control of a
clock/calendar for fully unattended operation. It even fea
tures answer-back validation.

Tapping the " biggies"
Another utility certain to become one of the outstanding

ones of the 1980' s isREFORMAITER. Basically, it is a trans
lator/convertor that allows personal computers to transfer
data to and from "large" mainframe computers that use IBM
protocols. In the "plain vanilla" configuration REFORMAT
TER transfers files between computers using CP/M, CP/M
like, or MP/M operating systems and those using IBM pro
toco ls. It performs an automatic ASCII-to-EBCDIC charac
ter-code conversion, and organizes data to the IBM 3740disk
data-entry format. It allows direct access to IBM disks for
both examining and altering data.

Essentially, it gives the personal-computer user access to
any software that can be transferred through IBM-format
equipment. For example, it would permit a user to develop
programs in FORTRAN, COBOL, Pascal, or other languages
on a personal computer, convert them to IBM format, and .
finally, run them on a large time-sharing system. The process
could also be worked in reverse , with the original work being
done on the larger system and then transferred to the smaller
computer system.

In short, REFORMAITER moves the personal computer
away from the need for special personal-computer software
and into the world of commercial mainframe and time-sharing
software.

Special versions of the utility are presently available for
cPtM-to-DEC (Digital Equipment Co.}-which allows access
to the DEC library- and Radio Shack Model II TRSDOS -to
IBM.

Because it permits direct access to the vast library of main
frame software, we can expect versions to become available
for most, if not all, of the personal computers.

Users of Heath/Zenith computers also have a chance to tap
the software used on the "biggies"-and the other Heath
computers-through disk operating-system conversion utili
ties. Those utilities willconvert ASCII or non-ASCII files that
run under CP/M to run under HDOS (Heath 's own DOS)and
vice versa. ASCII files, such as a program in BASIC, will run
under either DOS. However, while non-ASCII binary files
can be copied they cannot be run. Those DOS conversion
utilities, therefore, permit tapping only ASCII-based software
and data.
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UTILITY PROGRAM SUPPLIERS

In add it ion to the manufacturer of your computer, utility softw are can be obtained from
many Independent software companies. While , due to space, we could only Include a few
of those companies, the following listing may be of some help In finding the utility
programs you need.

ALLEN ASHLEY
395 Sierra Madre Villa
Pasadena, CA 91107

BASIC BUSINESS SOFlWARE
PO Box 2032
Salt Lake City, UT 84110

BT ENTERPRISES
171 Hawk ins Road
Centereach,NY 11720

COMPCO
8705 North Port Washington Road
Milwaukee, WI 53217

COMPUTER DESIGN LABS
342 Columbus Avenue
Trenton, NJ08629

COMP UVIEW PRODUCTS INC.
618 Louise
Ann Arbor, MI48103

CORNUCOPIA SOFTWARE
PO Box 5028
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

CYBERNETICS, INC.
8041 Newman Avenue
Hunt ington Beach, CA 92647

DATA RESOURCES CORPORATION
Business and Professional Center
8000 East Quincy Avenue
Denver, CO 80237

DELTA COMPUTER SYSTEMS
668 Chenango Street
Binghamton, NY 13901

DIGITAL RESEARCH
PO Box 579
Pacific Grove, CA 93950

DYNACOMP, INC.
1427 Monroe Avenue
Rochester, NY 14618

HAYDEN BOOK COMPANY, INC.
50 Essex St reet
Rochelle Park, NJ 07662

HOWE SOFTWARE
14 Lexingto n Road
New City, NY 10956

INSTANT SOFTWARE
Peterborough, NH 03458

KV33 CORPORATION
PO Box 27246
Tucson, AZ 85726

LIFEBOAT ASSOCIATES
164 W. 83rd Street
New York , NY 10024

LINDBERGH SYSTEMS
41 Fairhi ll Road
Holden, MA 01520

LJK ENTERPRISES INC.
PO Box 10827
St. Louis. MO 63129

META TECHNOLOGIES
26111 Brush Avenue
Euclid. OH 44131

MICROSTUF, INC.
1900 Leland Drive
Marietta , GA 30067

MICROTECH EXPORTS, INC.
467 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto , CA 94301

OMEGA MICROWARE, INC.
220 S. Riverside Plaza
Chicago, IL 60606

PHASE ONE SYSTEMS, INC.
7700 Edgewater Drive, Suite 830
Oakland , CA 94621

RACET COMPUTES
1330 N. Glassell, Suite M
Orange, CA 92667

SNAPWARE
3719 Mantell
Cincinatti , OH 45236

SOFTWARE CONSULTANTS
6435 Summer Avenue
Memph is, TN 38134

SOFTWAREHOUSE INTERNATIONAL
5070 N. Sixth Street, Suite 103B
Fresno , CA 93710

STATCOM CORPORATION
5766 Balcones, Suite 202
Aust in, TX 78731

SUPERSOFT ASSOCIATES
PO Box 1628
Champaign, IL 61820

THE ALTERNATE SOURCE
1806 Ada Street
Lansing. MI48910

THE SOFTWARE PLANTATION
PO Box 44623
Tacoma, WA 98444

TWENTY-R RST CENTURY SOFlWARE
1607 North Cochran
Hutchinson, KS 67501

UNITED SOFlWARE OF AMERICA
750 3rd Avenue
New York , NY 10017

WESPER MICRO SYSTEMS
14321 New Myford Road
Tustin, CA 92680

Little things mean a lot
While it's nice to be able to tap the software used by the

giants of industry, for the average user the most important
ut il ities are those that make possible new or more convenient
uses fo r a personal computer or its associated peripherals.

For example, for $20 there' s a utility tha t permits use of
Apple 's floating-point BASIC in Apple com puters that don 't
have the Applesoft card.

A nd ten dollars is all it take s to buy a cassette-based " sort "
utility with mu ltiple sort -keys . It's not the fastest program of
its k ind , but it is rock-bottom priced, and not everyone has a
di sk system yet.

Fo r " hackers" there' s a utility that edits a BASIC pro
gram, almos t in stantly changing all PRINT' S to LPRINT' S or vice
versa.

A nother utility will duplicate Radio Shack SYSTE M format
tapes. Y et another- Locksmith, fo r the Apple computer
permits copying " pro tected " disks, the kind that normally
only allow two backups. (That gives you a littl e added protec
tion by solving the annoying problem ofwhat you do whe n the
second backup " crashes. " )

Admittedly, little in the way of utility software falls in the
ten-to-twenty-dollar range , but much of it is reasonably pri ced
(under$IOO) and is worth what it costs. For exampl e, there are
several utilities that provide a " shorthand" for BASIC pro
grammers that lets them use a shift /s ingle-key entry to repre
sent a complete command, or a user-defined instruction, mak
ing entering programs easier.

Again for programmers, there are severa l compression util i
tie s that will remove blanks and remarks from BASIC pro
grams so the programs take up less memory space and run
faster.

Among the mo st widely used utili ti es are tho se for the
Ep son MX-.80 , one of the most popular printers for the A pple
and Radio Shack lines. (The MX-.80 is also sold under the IBM
and Hewlett-Packard names.) The printer has many special
features that can be accessed onl y through commands that are
transmitted before or during the program . It 's easy enough to
imbed those commands within BASIC programs, but almost
impossible to do so with commercial or assembly-language
soft ware.
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That problem is overcome by special utilities that permit
transmission of the Epson commands directly from the DOS,
as commands imbedded within word-processing software, or
within a customized assembly-language printer driver. (In
most instances the MX-80utility is used to enhance the word
processing software so it all becomes one package, similar to
the superscript-enhanced SCRIPS/T that runs as Script.i A
special utility is also available that permits the NEWDOS JKL
function to dump screen graphics to the printer while it re
mains in the standard mode, thereby retaining all the standard
printer-functions while adding the capability of printing
screen-graphics.

Not so well known are utilities such as Disk Doctor for
CP/M and Super Utility for TRSDOS, which are used to
recover "crashed" disks. Perhaps it's a defective directory
that prevents any use of the disk files, or maybe a file was
accidentally erased (actually only the file reference in the
directory is erased, unless a new file is recorded in the space
occupied by the "erased" file). In many cases, the disk-saver
utilities can recreate the directory, or locate files no longer
listed in there. Some can virtually repair an entire disk, losing
perhaps only 256 bytes.

Sometimes the crashed-disk utilities sound better than they
work. Before you purchase any of them, it's a good idea to
read their specifications, to see what they don't say they do,
or what they say they don't do (there's a difference). Will a
utility work with the operating system you use? If so, will it
have unusual side effects that might cause the loss of the data
you're trying to recover? I raise that point only because the
disk software may be irreplaceable, and the wrong utility can
cause its loss forever.

Also in the "doctor" category are utilities that test each
memory address and indicate on the memory any defects
(assuming the RAM that's failed isn't used for the screen

display or needed for the utility).
There are utilities that test disk drives, particularly for

precision and constancy of speed. (One of the main causes of
disk-read problems.) Many "disk test" utilities are provided
along with other utilities in a single package, such as "Lock
smith , for the Apple, which contains six utilities of various
types-including a disk "bulk erase".

Finally, we come to the source of many of the most conve
nient and important utilities: the aftermarket disk operating
systems such as NEWDOS 80, LDOS, VTOS, DOSPLUS. In
many instances the principal difference between what came
with the computer and the aftermarket-DOS is the utilities
provided in the new software. Certainly, the NEWDOS JKL

screen-print function is one of the most famous and-to some
computerists-the most important. To others, the ability of an
aftermarket system to format different disk-track counts,
change disk stepping-rates (for faster operation), or copy soft
ware from other DOS's is the most important consideration.
In fact, the aftermarket DOS-systems are so extensive that
much of what formerly was available as discrete utilities is
now found all together in the aftermarket DOS. Many users of
personal computers will find a "new" DOS offers most of the
utilities they want at a moderate price-certainly less than
they would have to pay for a collection of individual utilities if
they were bought separately.

Something for everyone
We have tried to touch on the highlights of the utility soft

ware presently on the market. By the time you read this some
may have disappeared, but many others will have appeared.
No computer, peripheral, or software can ever meet 100%of
everyone's needs. And as long as there is someone who is not
satisfied, there is someone else who will write the utility he's
looking for. R-E

BUILD YOUR COMPUTER BREADBDARDS
& INTERFACES FASTER AND EASIER

\NITH NE\N VECTOR PLUBBORDS

New RACK MOUNTING CAGES & ENCLOSURES AVAILABLE.

4610 series - for STD-BUS·
WW, solderable and
unpatterned models.
4608 series - for Intel/
National SBC/BLC 80-WW
solderable, or unpatterned.

8804series - for S-1 00.
Five models available.
4607 - for DEC LSI-11/
PDP8-11, Heath-11 .
4609 - for Apple II,Super
Kim, Pet Commodore with
Expandamem.

4350 - for TI 980
Computer.

4611 series - for Motorola
Exorciser, ™ Rockwell
AIM65 expansion.
Send for FREE brochure!

@JIlllOi&~~~£{jJf11panlf
12460 Gladstone Ave., Sylmar, CA 91342; (213) 365-9661, TWX (910) 496-1539

Evervthing in this ad isavailable through distributors
or tactory direct, from stock, if not availab le locally .
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